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Our itinerary:

Our tour of Bass Strait was a 1000 nautical mile voyage. We started from the Gippsland Lakes, and followed
the Victorian Coast to Apollo Bay, via Wilsons Promontory, Cleeland Bight, and Point Nepean. We then headed
southeast across Bass Strait to King Island and the Fleurieu Group were we spent some time exploring the
islands. The next stage saw us follow the northern coast of Tasmania in an easterly direction, from Stanley all
the way to Foster Inlet, discovering little frequented anchorages along the way. We then hopped across Banks
Strait to the Furneaux Group where we spent several weeks exploring its many stunning anchorages. Our final
leg saw us cross Bass Strait again, this time heading due north back to the Gippsland Lakes.

What follows is a daily chronicle of our voyage, abundantly illustrated with photographs. Our two months on
board were dictated by the weather and a wonderful connection to nature, even if at times the elements
proved demanding.
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Saturday 26/11/16 – We get on board!

T

he 2016 year was another tough twelve
months for us from family, health and work
perspectives. Typically our summer cruises
provide a much needed break – a circuit breaker.
The focus needed for being at sea and at the same
time the ability to just be without the vicissitudes
of normal work life are always a way for us to
recharge the batteries and recover some balance.
This year, our leaving work, Melbourne, hospitals
and family responsibilities could not come quick
enough. By the end of November we’d had it and
were ready to move on board much earlier than
for previous summer cruises, and staying afloat for
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longer than ever before… a taste of things to come
when we abandon land life for a while and become
ocean wanderers.
We get on board on Saturday night, 26th of
November. The forecast looks promising for a
departure on Tuesday or Wednesday and
hopefully catch the weather window to start our
voyage.
Just driving away from the city life and work seems
to do its magic. Slowly we feel the weight lift a
little. We both need to unwind and a few days
tinkering around on board without pressure before
we cast off will do us good.

27/11/16

S

unday drifts by. In the morning, Wade can’t
help himself. He decides to clean the decks
and wax the bright sides so they look white
and shiny as well as stop the white run off on the
blue hulls, as recommended by the professional
painter. I can’t help myself either: the quilt cover
on our bed got grubbed during the haul out when
a lot of gear got piled up on top of it. So I make a
trip to the laundromat. It does not sound very
relaxing or glamorous, but these simple domestic
tasks are about making Take It Easy feel
comfortable. We have always been boat proud
and today is no exception.
We have already checked the weather multiple
times and as is often the case the forecasts keep
changing. Initially we thought it would be fun to
head to Deal Island first, to meet up with a few
Gippsland Lakes yachts, then re-join the Victorian
coast at Wilsons Promontory, but the latest Met
Eye predictions show a much easier run direct to
the Prom. So we revert back to the original plan.
In the afternoon, a local sailor and yacht delivery
skipper, Doug, comes on board to meet us. He has
read our journals and articles and is keen for a
chat. It is always fun to meet “followers” from our
website and nice to hear that what we publish is
appreciated.
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28/11/16

W

e have a few things to do on Monday
in Paynesville: some fresh food
shopping, top up of the water, buy
Bengie a life jacket just in case, say goodbye to a
few people.
The lifejacket is not a hit with our pussycat. When
we fit it on, she seems to lose her balance and
flops sideways. Eventually she tries to stay up, but
only manages to walk backwards! It is very funny.
At least if we ever have to use it we know she will
float and won’t try to get away!
By 3.00pm we cast off. It is a dreary day with
drizzle and a chill in the air, but it is good to leave
Paynesville. We are headed for the Flagstaff Jetty,
just at the entrance of the Lakes. It is the antiroom to Bass Strait. You are still inside the Lakes,
but can climb up the dune and check the entrance,
the bar and the sea state. It shows you what the
corresponding tide in the next 12 hours will look
like. And at 6pm when we get there, it looks just
fine.
We feel a sense of calm, knowing we are ready to
go, but also a sense of anticipation at the
adventure that waits.

29/11/16 – To Refuge Cove, Wilsons Promontory

T

he first day of cruising is always hard. You
have to get used to the motion of the boat,
get your sea legs. The fact that from Lakes
Entrance, wherever you go is a long stretch of 15
to 24 hours does not help either.
We crossed the bar at 5.30 am, motor-sailed all
day in lumpy conditions and entered Refuge Cove
by 8.15 pm. Although not feeling the best, Wade
managed to keep his stomach in check, but I did
not, spending a good part of the day lying down. It
takes the shine off the departure, but it is good to
have started and we generally get over it quickly.
From here on it will get easier, with shorter hops.
We did see some dolphins, a pod of little ones, two
gannets and rafts of shearwaters as we were
nearing Wilsons Promontory. And one albatross
took off next to us in an effort to get away from
the boat. The conditions were so light that it was a
surprise to see one at all.
One thing we noticed was how cold it was. We
were rugged up in multiple layers and sea boots,
and still it felt chilly. And the temperature of the
water – 1102 – certainly was not inviting!
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We arrive at Refuge Cove at 8.15pm and have it to
ourselves, well nearly, only the Marine Patrol
zodiac is here. We grab a quick dinner and crash
into bed an hour later.

30/11/16 – To Oberon Bay

A

ll is quiet in Refuge Cove, except for a
howling pussycat: “Come on, get up and
feed me”. The racket starts at 6.30 am.
We laze around for an hour then succomb to the
persistent meows. There is no rush to move today
as we have not got far to go.

Perfectly suited for geriatrics! Tim made us a box
to hold it in which looks good. We had to remove
our compass to have the screen right behind the
wheel. So this morning, Wade reinstalls the
compass right next to the screen. Now we are all
set.

With our new Raymarine instruments, there is a
bit to learn. We study the manual, a 400 page
brick! We have discovered a tricky way to have
Raymond create a route automatically. Our first
attempt sees the route go through land – “We are
not walking it Ray, we are sailing. You should be
able to do better than that!” But with more
reading on how to set up the start and finish
points, it calculates and makes a series of
waypoints along the coast. We will test the theory
today as we follow the route around the Prom to

We both feel headachy and a bit seedy. Wadie
insists on bacon and eggs for breakfast. Let’s hope
that settles our stomachs.
We go ashore with the dingy and inflatable
bumpers and put those on. They give the dinghy
more buyancy and protect Take It Easy if we bump
into her.

Oberon Bay.
Certainly our first impressions of this expensive
computer are good. The multi-function display is
big, clear, and at a glance you see everything you
need: chart, wind, GPS track in pictures, and digital
information on depth, speed, course. It is easy to
use, with a touch screen. And the best thing is I
can see everything without reading glasses!
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Back on board, the next step is to see how to
follow the route automatically generated by
Raymond to Oberon Bay, 15 miles from Refuge
Cove. We fiddle around for a while, doing
meanders in every direction except the correct
one. We feel rather ordinary with all this staring at
a screen while doing circles, and we give up, opting

for manually setting the autopilot. We will sort this
out at anchor later.
Once past Waterloo Bay, we are able to raise the
sails and stop the engines. I succomb again to sea
sickness and can’t even enjoy the normally scenic
trip past the lighthouse and around the Prom, let
alone take photos. Not much fun. Two and a half
hours later we have reached our next anchorage.

Oberon Bay is nice and peaceful, and once our
stomachs are settled we study the Raymarine
manual and set up a new route to Cleeland Bight,
Phillip Island, our next destination. We need to
get there to shelter from a SW change due on
Friday and will be there for a few days while it
blows. We have talked to Trevor who lives nearby
and is keen to meet up with us for a meal ashore.
However plans are set in sand at low tide as they
say. We check the forecast and would not you
know it, it has changed with the SW arriving
tomorrow morning. We won’t have time to go all
the way to Cleeland Bight. We hum and arr…
should we leave now and do the 60 mile passage
overnight, should we go and spiderweb ourselves
at the Glennies (an island opposite Oberon Bay), or
try getting to the western end of Waratah Bay? In
the end we decide to aim for Bird Rock at Waratah
Bay, a 20 miles passage with the wind on our
beam. We will make a start at first light. The
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weather is really changeable and this part of the
coast does not offer too many options for shelter
in a SW then strong westerly. We really need to
check MetEye multiple times a day at the moment.
As we peer at the charts and look ahead at our
itinerary, we suddenly realise we have not got our
Tasmanian Cruising Guides on board, a bit of a
problem given where we are going! We have all
the paper charts, but
they don’t provide
useful information
about anchorages.
We must have taken
the guides off the
boat when we were
cruising the tropics
and forgot to bring
them back. There
has been so much
going on in the past
few months that it is
not surprising. And
as if that was not
enough, I realise I
have not packed
enough insulin for
two months… double panic! We need to find a
way to get home by car or bus. We ring Trevor to
ask for help. Thankfully, he is currently in
Melbourne so offers to pick up the stuff from
home tonight and deliver it when we meet at
Phillip Island in a few days. Phew! That was a bit
close for comfort. Thank god for spare keys, good
friends and timely calls for assistance.
After these emotions, we settle down for the
night: music, reading, writing the journal, then
early to bed.

1/12/16 – To Cleeland Bight

A

t 3.30 am we get awakened by a weird
noise and movement, as if something ran
into the chain and shoved the boat to the
side. What was that?
A spotlight check does not reveal anything
untoward, but we can hear a mammal “heavy
breathing”. Maybe a whale, or a big seal? As our
friend Waz from Port Macquarie says in an email
exchange later, “the poor thing probably thought
the boat attacked it and then was stunned again
by a flasher showing his bits!”
It is hard to go back to sleep after that and since
we want to make an early start, we get up at 4.00
am and get going by 4.30. It is still dark. First light
is a bit after 5am.
Both of us are feeling very seedy – not sure why
since it is totally calm in Oberon Bay, no swell, no
wind, just
light
drizzle. So
we done
the wet
weather
gear, start
the
engines,
raise
anchor and
we are off.
Our
automatic
route
works
without a
hitch.
Wade has
the bucket
handy next to the helm.
Captain Wadie decides we should aim for Phillip
Island, rather than Waratah Bay, which we can
always fall back on if the wind gets too much on
our nose. But it is three times the distance: 60
miles. Considering how we are, I think it is a big
ask and point out I won’t be much help given how I
feel. But he is keen to give it a go.
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Over the next 10 hours, we pass Cape Liptrap,
Cape Paterson and eventually come in to Cleeland
Bight just inside Cape Woolamai – not that I saw
much of the passage. I spent my time with my
head down the toilet or flat on the couch. Sea
sickness is really affecting me for the start of this
trip and taking longer to shake off than usual. We
motor-sailed most of the way, except for the last
two hours, when the sun finally came out and the
breeze picked up.
We talk about our itinerary. Long stretches are
not much fun, 4am starts are hard, pushing all the
way from one place to the next is not what we
want to do for two months. So we really need to
think about the feasibility of a lap around Tassie. A
Bass Strait circumnavigation might be more
manageable. But we will see how we feel when
we get to King Island.

For now we are on a Parks mooring, just off the
beach and after tidying up the boat, we rest for
the remainder of the afternoon.

2/12/16 – Cleeland Bight

T

oday we are hiding from the westerly winds
and meeting up with Trevor for lunch. It is
good to be staying put. We both need a
rest, Wade from helming single handed, and me
from spending my time chucking up… great way to
lose weight!
We have caught up with emails, published a post
on the website, studied the forecast, but who
knows how it will develop.
Trevor is on the beach by noon opposite our
mooring, and we dinghy over, armed with our
rubbish and empty fuel jerrycans. He drives us to
San Remo, we pick up some fuel, some deli
supplies since we have decided to have lunch on
Take It Easy, and come back on board with the
loot. We spend a few hours chatting, sampling the
nice goodies with a bottle of sparkling shiraz – a
nice way to spend the afternoon. Wade drops
Trevor off by 3.30 pm and we then busy ourselves
on board: accounts, bill payments - the
shipwright’s was a shocker and so was Frank’s, the
marine electronics man!
Then we turn our attention to the forecast again.
We are not sure what we will do over the next few
days. Options are to get to the entrance of Port
Phillip Bay, then Apollo Bay by Sunday, when a
strong westerly will prevent us from going
anywhere for quite a few days. However Apollo
Bay is a commercial harbour and we are likely to
be rafted up against a fishing boat for the
duration, so not particularly enticing. Still, we
could entertain ourselves with walks, hire a car to
go to Cape Otway if we get stuck for a while. An
alternative is to get to King Island directly, a 120
mile passage, thus an overnighter or about 20 hour
sail which is not very appealing. A third option is
to stay here on the public mooring till the next
weather window and spend our time walking
around Cape Woolamai, the beach and San Remo.
No matter what, it looks like we will get stuck for
about a week somewhere. We will see how things
develop and make a decision tomorrow morning.
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Saturday 3/12/16 – Point Nepean

W

e leave Cleeland Bight this morning at
7.30, having decided we would make a
stop inside the heads of Port Phillip
Bay overnight, then sail down to Apollo Bay on
Sunday. It is a sunny day, light winds but on the
nose, so yet again we are motor-sailing. It is an
eight hour trip to The Rip, but we thought it would
be an interesting way to break the journey. We
feel rested, we have taken our time and had
breakfast before leaving instead of doing this
underway which really does not help nausea. This
47 mile passage goes very smoothly with no sign of
sea sickness. Might be over the hump! It is such a
relief to be able to enjoy the passage, take photos,
feel human and participate in the running of the
boat.
It is fun to see iconic spots from the ocean that we
have visited from land: Cape Woolamai, Pyramid
Rock, the Nobbies and Seal Rock at the end of
Phillip Island, Pulpit Rock and Cape Schanck.
The arrival at the Heads is impressive. We are
coming in with the tide and rushing in at 10.5
knots amongst the rowdy water… and we are
seeing it on a calm day! We anchor along the
Point Nepean side just outside the marine
protected zone. There is a lot of current and
movement, even at anchor. It is weird seeing the
Queenscliff ferries, the Spirit of Tasmania and
other marine traffic passing by. And talking of
marine traffic, as soon as we went past Cape
Schanck the app picked us up and tracked us all
the way inside the heads. So people following us
on Marine Traffic will know exactly where we are –
no hiding!
Wadie caught a fish, but it got away, which means
we need to decide what is for dinner tonight.

Cape Woolamai

Seal Rock

Breakers in front of Cape Schanck
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Cape Schanck and Pulpit Rock

Port Phillip Heads

The Rip at Port Phillip Heads
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Sunday 4/12/16 – To Apollo Bay

W

ell remind us not to anchor at Point
Nepean again! The boat was moving
so much, yanking at the chain this way
and that way, it kept us awake most of the night.
But on the positive side our Manson Supreme
anchor did a spendid job!
We upped anchor at 7.00am half expecting the
anchor to be burried so deep or caught on some
reef that it would not come up, but it did without
trouble. We managed to go out through the heads
on slack water, so had a sedate exit. Bengie chose
that time to do her deck patrol. She was sniffing
the air, watching sea birds and making us nervous!
With a light breeze on our stern, out came Big O
but it was so gentle it did not fill the spinnaker for
long. So down Big O came and we motored to
Torquay. Wade took us in close to the shore at Jan
Juc. It was fun seeing our local beach from the
ocean and waving goodbye to Gary and Glors who
were watching us go by from the top of the cliff.
Not a very trumphant “fly by” under Big O as we
had hoped. Just a motor with the main up. But it
was probably safer given how close to the
breakers we were. I think some of the surfers
were a bit stunned by our presence behind them
in five meters of water.
As we headed out again we launched Big O and
from there the breeze slowly picked up. Today is
supposed to be hot and northerly, ahead of a
storm and SW change, however it is very overcast
and hazy, so there is no chance of a sea breeze and
it is cool on the water. At least we are sailing!
The trouble with hugging the coast to get good
photos is that you have to keep a sharp eye out for
cray pots. They are peppered along the coast and
can be a nuisance, especially when we are flying
our kite. We narrowly miss one which slides along
our startboard hull. Not only are we sailing and
dodging pot lines, but we are also fishing. We
caught four coutas on the trawling lines as we
were going past Aireys Inlet. I’d better check out a
recipe for fish cakes! Coutas are not the nicest
quality fish, but catching anything is a feat!
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By the time we are level with Lorne, the wind has
dropped. We snuff out the spinnaker and motor
for a while. Big O comes back on for the last hour
to Apollo Bay. At least we had a few hours under
pure sail today.
We don’t know whether it is the approaching
storm, but we are invaded by pesky flies. It is
horrible. They are everywhere: on the floor, on
the windows and walls inside and in the cockpit.
There will be a massacre when we get to port!
By 5.00pm we are half an hour away from the
Apollo Bay harbour. The sky is dark and
threatening and the rain soon is upon us. We have
dropped Big O and Wade prepares the mooring
lines and fenders while I take us in, following the
leads on the GPS. That is until I notice the
breakers right across the port entrance and the
sand bank exactly where the leads take us. It is
another example of leads being an indication only.
You have to keep a look out and make your own
decisions. As it was, had we followed the leads,
we would have ended up high and dry on the
sandbank. The waves are breaking right across the
entrance. With visions of one of these waves
crashing on our beam and careering us into the
wall, I hand the helm over to Wade. We time our
entrance in between the waves and come in with
full speed in the deeper water very close to the
starboard breakwater wall and enter the harbour,
then slow right down, breathe and figure out
where to go. The “Itinerant Berth” is free between
two fishing boats – perfect. It takes us a while to
organise the mooring lines, but we are settled by
6.30pm and celebrate with a G&T.
The wind is howling and we are glad to be
sheltered here. The sky is spectacular with an
eerie light in the bay. During the night we are kept
awake by our jack lines vibrating and tapping the
deck and a halyard hitting the mast. Wade makes
multiple adjustments to kill the racket.

Pt Lonsdale

The Hay Stacks at Torquay

Aireys Inlet Lighthouse
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Safely moored at Apollo Bay

The storm is upon us
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Monday 5/12/16 – Apollo Bay

T

he weather at this time of year is highly
changeable. Weather patterns move
through very quickly. When
we checked the forecast a few days
ago, it looked like we would be stuck
here for a week. But now it seems
we might be able to dash across to
King Island on Wednesday. However
every forecast update brings out new
conditions – sometimes they present
opportunities, other times
challenges.
We have a slow, pleasant morning.
Bacon and eggs for breakfast,
reading, checking emails. It is still
windy, but the rain has gone. People
are ambling past on the jetty. As
Wade says “you have to get used to
living in a fish bowl.” There are
prying looks, curious looks,
interested looks, furtive looks as
people walk past, slow down and
sometimes stop. They readily engage
in conversation if you are out on
deck or in the cockpit.
We spend the afternoon doing a few
chores: rubbish dump, top up the
fresh water, top up petrol, laundry
run, the usual after a week or so on
board. Then we settle down, check
out the forecasts and debate what
we will do with our next leg to King
Island. There is a very big blow – 45
knots – coming later this week, so
we will need to get all the way to
Grassy and hopefully pick up a
mooring, since you really can’t
anchor in the harbour.
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Tuesday 6/12/16 – Apollo Bay

W

e are up and
about early.
It is cold, only
140 before the sun comes
out and warms up the air.
First thing, some geese
come to visit us, an
unexpected sight in a
harbour. They stay for a
while at the sugar scoops
then paddle under the
bridge deck.
Bengie is a bit frisky this
morning and runs around
like a cat possessed. She
is intent on jumping
ashore and makes a quick escape as soon as we
open the cockpit door. She had sized up the hop
from the deck to the quay last night. She has a
sniff and a wander around the jetty then jumps
back on board.

While the breeze is light we decide Wade should
clamber up the mast to drop the genoa. We
noticed a small tear on the edge of it where it has
hit the spreaders repeatedly. We need to tape it.
We organised padding at the end of the spreaders
when we were at Phillip Island, but it was too
windy to fix the sail then. So Wadie climbs, I belay,
he drops the sail, I tape it, he reattaches the sail, I
lower him down. Job done! The next thing is to
contact the Harbour Master at Grassy on King
Island to see if we can get a mooring. There is a
nasty front coming with 45 knot winds forecast
and if we get down there tomorrow, we will need
to be well secured in the harbour. That too is
organised.
After that comes a walk into town for some fresh
fruit and vegies, and a treat or two. We spend the
rest of the afternoon on board doing blog and
accounts stuff and catching up with friends and
family on the phone.
We feel a bit of anticipation at what lies ahead. It
is the next phase of our cruise. We will leave the
familiar Victorian coast to enter Tasmanian waters,
with its more remote, wilder, less travelled
regions. And we will leave the sight of land for a
while which is always a little daunting.
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Wednesday 7/12/16 – To King Island

W

e were up at 4.30am for our departure
out of Apollo Bay and were rewarded
by an intensely pink-orangy sunrise.
“Red sky in the morning, sailors’ warning!” With
86 nautical miles to cover, we did not muck about.
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We were underway by 5.15 with two engines
going, needing to maintain 6 knots/hour to arrive
before dark at Grassy harbour.

The breeze stayed light for two thirds of the way.
The sea was lumpy, in typical Bass Strait fashion,
but not too uncomfortable for our 23rd crossing.
We saw shy albatrosses, pods of dolphins and a
few Wilson’s petrels, but not many given the
lightness of the breeze – 5 to 10 knots from the
NW initially.
Once we reached the northern tip of King Island,
the breeze picked up to 15-20 knots and switched
to the NE. The sea smoothed out, making for a
perfect spinnaker run all the way to Grassy in
warm sunshine. We wished we could have
anchored off the sandy beach at the tip of the
island, but with the forecast we did not have that
option and had to keep going – a long passage and
yet again we won’t see much of King Island.
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We reached Grassy by 6.15pm but it took us an
hour to get organised with the mooring as we had
been instructed to tie to the chain links, not the
buoy shackle, which made things challenging. The
heavy links are incredibly heavy when you have to
haul them out by hand.
We have checked what communication we have:
slow internet with our Telstra wireless hub, one
computer at a time only, and patience required!
And Wade has telephone service, where as I have
not, being with Optus. Better than nothing at all!
And would not you know it, now that
communications are dodgy, Wade gets a request
for a Stayz booking of Jan Juc for this weekend. So
he is madly trying to confirm arrangements tonight
and getting frustrated by the slow connection.

Thursday 8/12/16 – Grassy, King Island

T

he wind howled all night and it rained
heavily, so this morning we wake up to a
foot bath in the cockpit. We also had a lot
of banging noises from the mooring line hitting the
anchor as we were swinging wildly.

shots on the boat in choppy water is high. Even
Wade discovered it, though for different reasons.
While I was having a kip, he took the camera and
tried capturing a few images. “It was really blurry.
How do you focus? I could not get it to focus.”
That would be because you
did not switch the camera on
– minor detail!
It is 11.30 and we have just
had a gust of 42 knots come
through from the NW. It’s
rather windy. We are all
rearing up on our moorings.
And for the first time ever we
are producing so much power
with the wind generator that
the Ampair controller is
diverting the excess to the
dump heater and warming up
the cabin. A good thing since
it is only 140 today!

Between showers, we put up the clears over the
cockpit and improve our mooring organisation
which mainly involves moving the anchor to one
side so it is out of the way of the mooring line. We
are swinging very close to a green cray boat. It is
unnerving, but I guess they have worked out they
keep out of each others way since we are on a
fisherman’s mooring.
I spend an hour or so sorting
through the photos I took
yesterday, while Wade fiddles with
the mooring and quietens
vibrations we get from the 30-40
knot gusts through the jack lines.
We are both successful with our
endeavours.
I have a stunner of an albatross
image which I have cropped as a
panoramic to emphasize its huge
wingspan, and another showing a
close up protrait of its head. Lots
of shots did not come out but those two are very
pleasing. The degree of difficulty in taking panning
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We have made up our mind. We are not going to
do the lap of Tassie. Too hard in this highly
changeable, unstable and wild weather we have
been getting. Weather systems move way too
quickly. It is hard to plan ahead for long passages
with confidence and this would be just too risky to
attempt the West coast in these conditions.

Even if we got the weather window, which is
doubtful already, we could get stuck in Strahan for
an extended period and again in Port Davey,
making the rest of the trip too rushed. We don’t
want to push hard and be pressured by a schedule.
It takes the fun away. The circumnavigation of
Tasmania is a project for when we have retired
and can plan the trip in the more settled season of
February to April. So Plan B – Bass Strait
Circumnavigation – has been invoked.
We are reading up on a few spots we want to
explore on the NW corner of Tasmania.
As the wind continues to strengthen in the
afternoon and switches to the SW, with violent
gusts well over 40 knots, we decide to stay put on
board. The conditions are really nasty. We watch
a fishing boat come in to take shelter in the
harbour, trying to anchor without success, then
going alongside the wharf, only to be told to move
by the Ports people. It seems a safer thing to do
would be for him to anchor off the beach outside
the harbour, just like a warship has done – yes you
read this right.
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We saw this warship as we arrived yesterday. It
was involved in navy manoeuvres with a helicopter
doing touch and go exercises. The fishing boat
gets directed to another spot along the wharf and
ties stern to it. These guys are really skilled at
manoeuvring especially in such tough conditions.
We could go white water rafting in the harbour
right now!

Friday 9/12/16 – Grassy, King Island

T

he wind is SSW at about 25 knots, the sun
periodically comes out in between drizzle
patches, but the harbour is now very
choppy, with swell coming in and waves breaking
around the wall. Although it is not as windy as
yesterday, it is actually less comfortable. However
the good thing is that the fishing boats are a bit
more spaced out and the green cray boat is sitting
parrallel to us rather than running up our clacker!
We have been watching the beach and ramp,
wondering whether we can land the dinghy
without getting drenched. It is a waiting game all
morning. By lunch time, I am itching to go ashore
for a walk and a leg stretch. Things are looking
somewhat calmer, so we head out. We land Peasy
on the ramp without trouble, then follow the track
along the shore, up the disused shellite mine and
into Grassy.

The track is lined with sweet smelling yellow
lupines. As we remember from ten years ago,
when we get to the top of the hill and reach the
village, there is not much there. The butcher
closed his door a few years ago, there is only the
kelp art place, a café come corner shop, a
laundromat and a pub. We have a good chat to
the kelp craft couple. Betty and Bevin make
various sea creatures out of bull kelp they collect
from the shores. It is a thick, leathery kelp that
grows in long ribbons. They cut and saw this into
shapes. Last time we were there we bought a
weedy sea dragon. This time we get a starfish. It
is funny, they ask “are you on the big catamaran?”
We are fairly conspicuous and it is a small place.
Next is a visit to the corner shop for a pie and
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creamy coffee, and we buy a couple of rather tasty
looking slabs of meat which have been cryovacked
and frozen.
We follow a different track back to the harbour
and check out the beach where we remember
watching the penguins on dusk last time. We are
hoping that as the wind conditions moderate, we
might be able to see them again – not tonight, but
maybe Saturday night.
By mid
afternoon we
go back to the
boat for a hot
drink as it is
still chilly. It
has been good
to walk. On
the way back
we have
checked the
showers at the
‘Boat Club’.
They are
rough looking
but we decide we will come back at 6.00pm for a
hot wash, armed with sandles as the concrete floor
is looking rather dodgy. The girls’ shower works,
the guys’ does not, such is the amount of algae
clogging up the shower head! Quite disgusting.
Still, it is hot, even if the water has a definite rusty
smell.
It is really cold by the time we get back on board
and we are ready for a glass of wine and warm
dinner. The forecast still looks okay for a
departure on Sunday towards the Hunter Group of
islands on the NW corner of Tasmania. I want us
to stop at Albatross Island on the way. We can’t
land there, but we can get close to the eastern
shores which shelter one of only three Shy
Albatross rookeries in the world. I hope to get
some close up shots of these beautiful ocean
wanderers on their mud nests. We need calm
conditions for this, so let’s hope!

10/12/16 – Grassy, King Island

I

have trouble sleeping during the night. After a
while I decide to get up, read and write the
journal. Bengie has got up too and made a nest
in the polar fleece blanket on my lap. It is nice to
sit with her furry body keeping me warm. We
were trying to remember when we were last here
and suddenly it dawned on us that our last Bass
Strait circumnavigation was on Medina when she
was just a four months old kitten. She is 10 now!

The wind has stopped howling, we are sitting still
in the harbour. It is odd after the two nights of
storm. One thing is clear, the little penguins are
alive and well. You can hear their raucous calls in
the night. So we should be able to go and see
them coming into shore tonight. We will just have
to rug up for our own private “Penguin Parade”.
There is activity in the harbour now that the
weather conditions have improved. A few boats,
including the green cray boat next to us leave at
4.30am. Some get back by 9.30 or 10.00. It is
always interesting to see how they manoeuvre and
pick up their mooring: very quick, precise,
efficient… not the frick around we went through!
But they have the right gear: an anchor winch
suitable for rope and heavy chain, which makes it
easy to lift the mooring chain up and hook onto it,
not like our light weight winch and ‘strong arm’
method. Fishing boat moorings are a bit different
than yacht moorings.
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Being Saturday, the local boat club is running a
sailing practice session for 16 foot Cadets. We
watch as they get the boats ready and we go
ashore for a wander. We walk the whole length of
the breakwater where there is a penguin colony.
We then come back and check out the ocean
beach on the southern side of the harbour and
notice lots of penguin tracks leading in and out of
the sand dunes. So this is where we will go tonight
to watch them coming in at dusk.
At about 8.30pm we leave the boat to
go ahsore. There is a fiery sunset on
the beach. We find a spot to hide
behind some rocks and wait till last
light, half an hour after. And sure
enough, we see little huddles forming
and scurrying across the sand. They
are very wary, checking for danger
before committing. It is impossible to
get clear photos in the dark without
using a torch and scaring them away,
but they are imprinted in our mind.
As we move back in total darkness to
the harbour we see many more
running across our way, to the point where we use
our torch this time not to trample them. I do take
the opportunity for a few shots then. They are
very cute. There are also lots of shearwaters flying
back to their burrows. What a racket they all
make! So mission accomplished: private penguin
parade seen and recorded! The best show is at the
boat ramp.
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11/12/16 – To the Hunter Group

W

hen we get up this morning it is sunny,
calm and the harbour is empty. All the
fishing boats are out. We do watch
the huge Sea Road Mersey dock in. They do the
shipping for the island. They fire light lines ashore
and the dockers pull them in to tie up the heavy
mooring lines. It is a smelly ship: cattle and diesel
are a stinky mix!
By 9.00am we are ready to go. We have dried the
clears, slipped the mooring, put the anchor back
where it belongs and we motor out of Grassy,
bound for Albatross Island, then the Hunter Group.

It is a 30 mile passage to Albatross Island, a nesting
site for about 5000 pairs of Shy Albatrosses. This is
one of only three islets where the Shy Albatross
breeds in Tasmanian waters and in the world. I
am keen for us to get close and take photos, a
unique opportunity to see this threatened bird in
its habitat.
When we get there the island looks very rugged –
different to what I expected. I had imagined a
green islet a bit like Hogan. But it is arid, volcanic
looking, with jagged cliffs about 40m high and
gulches. The albatross colony is on the flatish top,
so it is hard to see the nests.
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We head to the eastern shores where the depth is
greater close in – 20 to 25 meters. Wade brings
the boat some 20 meters from the cliffs. However
even though the conditions are calm, the water is
choppy and Take It Easy moves a lot, making it
hard to focus. We are close, but with the 400mm
lens with extender, every movement is amplified
and I despair. I had thought that in these calm
conditions the sea would be flat, but it is not.
Wade patiently steers the boat, knowing what I am
after, and ever so slowly follows the length of the
islet a few times.

I do the best I can to stabilise myself and take lots
of shots anyway. We can only hope. I do feel a bit
disappointed but still glad to have witnessed this.
As we slowly motor away, a small flock is floating
in the water. We get very close and stop. It is my
chance to get a few pleasing images.
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Mission accomplished, we head off and sail to
Three Hummock Island, anchoring in a lovely little
cove with granite spiers, aptly named Spiers Nook.
We will be here tonight and tomorrow, then
possibly move to Cave Bay on Hunter Island for the
big blow. Another option is to run to Stanley. We
will see.
We have a very brief and chilling dip and tepid
shower once settled. The temperature of the
ocean is… well… breathtaking at 110, but at least
we feel clean. It is a bit rock and rolly as we are
sitting beam to the swell, but we are okay.
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I check the hundred or so photos I took on this
passage and narrow things down to a couple of
dozens, with 3 or 4 real stand outs. Not as good as
I had hoped but it will have to do. We will do a
post when we get service and I am hoping to have
enough good images from around Bass Strait for
an article on the Shy Albatross, its plight and the
challenge of photographing it, to publish this in
Dynamic Range, the photography magazine.

Monday 12/12/16 – Three Hummock Island

W

e wake up to a warm, sunny day, a
rarity on this voyage so far. The
northerly wind is
blowing. We are sitting beam
to the swell but it is so nice to
have a lazy breakfast with the
cabin door open, the sun
streaming in and wearing
shorts and T shirts rather than
being rugged up for winter! I
was thinking last night that I
have brought the wrong
clothes – not enough winter
woolies!
As the wind shifts to the NE
later in the day, we will move
to a different anchorage on
Three Hummock Island called
Chimney Corner. But for now
we are going ashore for a
wander around the beautiful
granite spiers. There is bull
kelp, beautiful black faced
cormorans, and lots of
interesting orange boulders.
We have a post ready to go:
“Feathered Encounters”,
about penguins and
albatrosses, but the service is
too intermittent to finalise
and publish it. Our followers
will have to wait till we have
moved to the next anchorage.
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By 11.00am the wind has shifted to the NE and we
motor around to Chimney Corner, to anchor just
next to the disused jetty. It is a nice little spot with
a half moon beach and a couple of houses in the
corner. As we reverse to dig the anchor in, we
hear a rather odd noise from the starboard engine,
which has been really hard to engage since the
start of our cruise. Wade checks it and finds the
gear cable is broken. As he fiddles with it to see
how he might do a makeshift repair, I hear a loud
“fuck”… he has dropped the attachment lever to
the engine in the water! And with the current
running swiftly, there is no hope of finding it. That
will make manoeuvring interesting! Fortunately
we now have internet coverage and patchy phone
service. The next task is to find a Yamaha dealer in
northern Tassie to order the parts. We manage to
find a helpful guy, Phil from Coastal Marine in
Somerset, who has the parts in store and will
courier them to the fishing company in Stanley.
Done deal, paid for, we can relax.
Wade puts a fishing line out, I send our post, start
a bread loaf, a flathead catches itself, we have
lunch, then we dinghy ashore for a wander. We
are gone for a few hours: a walk to Granite Hill,
then along the beach. We see Cape Barren Geese,
White-fronted Chats, notice a tree with lots of
noisy little brown birds and suddenly realise all the
chirping is to ward off a green snake in the
branches, no doubt looking for tasty eggs! Further
along, we spot a peahen, and later the male
peacock with its iridescent blue and green tail
makes a brief appearance. A little discussion takes
place: “Well we are lucky, we saw a peahen and a
peacock, and we have a pea brain on board too.”
“Are you being rude to my pussycat?” “Well you
have got to admit she is not the sharpest tool in
the shed.” “Ah, but she has sharp tools, sharp
claws and teeth.” “She must be good for
something. She is cuddly when it is cold, she is
entertaining and she looks good. She might be a
dumb leopardy blond.” Poor Bengie! At least she
puts up with the boat and never gets sea sick.
Our walk along the beach at low tide bears an
incredible treasure: a beautiful Paper Nautilus
shell. This is the first time ever we have found
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one, and we find another two but they are broken,
whereas the first is beautiful. What a find! I
remember some people saying these fragile shells
turn up on beaches on full moon.

When we get back on board, I rearrange the shell
display container to make room for this fragile
treasure. The second one (only one good half)
goes unprotected next to the weedy sea dragon
steel sculpture.
The dough for the bread loaf has not risen. Oh no,
I have made a dudd. I decide to flatten it, like
Lebanese bread and bake it anyway. But I fear the
worst. Wade can’t resist warm bread, even if it
does not look the part. Smothered with butter it is
passable. I will have to try again tomorrow.
The weather forecast sounds ominous: strong
wind warning with a special caution for the
northern region where we are, for gusts in excess
of 50 knots. Once it goes NW we will be heading
off in the morning to Cave Bay on Hunter Island, 7
miles across the Hope Channel that separates
Three Hummock and Hunter islands. But for now
it is peaceful. We eat the sweet flathead, give
tasty morsels to Bengie and relax with a glass of
wine. Today was the most enjoyable, cruisy day so
far: lovely scenery, new discoveries, plenty of
exercise.
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13/12/16 – To Cave Bay, Hunter Island

W

e wake up at 6.00am. It is all quiet, no
wind, but we are lying beam to the
swell. By 6.30 we can hear the wind
pick up and the rocking has become
uncomfortable. The sky is overcast, there is a hazy
halo around the sun, the wind is from the NW 1518 knots. Something is brewing!
It is time to make a move across the Hope Channel
to Cave Bay on Hunter Island. It is just seven miles
away and we sail downwind at over 8 knots. An
hour later we are anchored. We put 50 meters
of chain out – all of it – as Wadie says: One
meter of chain for every knot of wind forecast,
no mucking about! Actually we have our
favourite ratio of 10 to 1, 10 meters of chain per
meter of depth. Time for a real brewed coffee
for me, while Wadie drops the fishing line in and
within a few minutes he has caught a good size
flathead. Next comes breakfast of bacon and
eggs.

and at night. Why does it always come in the
middle of the night? But at least now the wind has
swang westerly and we are facing the beach, the
way we are supposed to, so it is comfortable. It is
very grey and a bit chilly.
Dinner is a salad with the flathead and wrasse
fillets. The wrasse is mushy and not very
flavoursome, but Bengie loves it! Her best dinner
ever if you go by the cheerful little meows
demanding more.

By 10.00 am the wind is building. Rain catching
system on, clears on, jack lines off (so they don’t
slap), dishes away. But we wait and wait, and
nothing much happens, except for the
uncomfortable swell hitting us beam on.
The wind does not really build beyond 20 knots,
but it goes right around the compass. We have
done a 360 around our anchor. A bit after lunch
we decide to go for a wander ashore. There is a
shed in the corner, it looks like the boat slipway
might still be operating with a winch cable
leading inside a locked shed. We follow a track
which is supposed to lead to a homestead. The
island these days is leased for cattle grazing.
Many miles later we reach what looks like a set of
farm buildings. There is cattle grazing. We have
gone as far as we want to go and retrace our steps.
It is not a particularly interesting path, but it is
good to have got some exercise. By the time we
get back to the beach, the tide is low, the sea is
calm and we have an easy dinghy launch. Take It
Easy is lying along the beach just as we left her. It
is after 4.30 pm when we are back on board. The
weather forecast has been updated: severe
weather warning. The strong wind will come later
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When time for dishes come, the water pump has
stopped working. The switch has been dodgy for a
while, but this time we can’t get it to work by
jiggling it. We should have attended to this ages
ago. Wade looked for a replacement switch to
match the rest of the switch panel, but without
success. Now we really need to do something, but
it will have to wait till tomorrow when it is light.

14/12/16 – Cave Bay, Hunter Island

T

he storm arrived last night with a
vengeance: howling, bouncing around in the
short sea. It is uncomfortable and keeps us
awake a fair bit, but this is due to the noise and
movement rather than a feeling of being unsafe.
We stay in bed till 8.00, then Wadie gives in to the
howling Bengie who demands to be fed. She
meows and whinges, then jumps on the bed and
meows some more in our faces
– difficult to ignore.
The first task for the day is to
attend to the water switch
which controls both the
freshwater and salt water taps.
Wade checks the pump, that
works… the fuse, that works
too. It is really a dodgy switch
that needs to be soldered, but
it is tiny and Wadie does not
feel very confident with
soldering. So for now he sets
up a wire to by pass the switch, so the water
always comes on if you turn the tap on. At least
we can operate. I had visions of us working from
20l drums for a while! You really have to be a jack
of all trades on board, and hold spares of spares
for everything, just in case.
We get the weather update. Today we have SW
20 to 30 knots. Tomorrow it turns SE 10 to 15,
then Friday it goes NW to SW in the evening, ready
for another low! Man, this weather is crazy!
Not to be beaten, Wadie continues to work on the
water switch which now can be turned on and off,
a safer set up. It is not perfect but it will do till we
are back at the Lakes. I reckon repairs like this on
the run are quite a feat already. Crisis averted!
We were thinking of going ashore in the afternoon
to try and reach the cave that gives this anchorage
its name. It is quite a significant prehistoric site.
Radio-carbon dating has demonstrated man’s
presence here during the Pleistocene – around
22,750 years ago. Non island fauna, human
deposits and stone artifacts were discovered,
showing that at this time Hunter Hill was
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dominating over the Bass Plain, the sea some 30
kms away, with the sea levels much lower than
they are now. Occupation occurred for about
2000 years and a further 2000 to 3000 years of
intermittent occupation followed. The site was
abandonned by aboriginals some time in the last
1000 years.

It is still very windy. No swell on the beach but a
lot of chop on the water, which means we will get
drenched in Peasy. Just as we get ready to go, the
wind picks up again to 28 knots. No, we don’t
want to dinghy in that, nor rock climb! It is a
shame because it is sunny and the cave sounds
fascninating. Maybe tomorrow. So for now Wade
hoes in to the fruit cake and I start the process of
making bread. A couple of hours and two rises
later, we have a plump loaf ready for baking.
Curiosity singed the cat! Wade has a third go at
the tap switch. This time he uses the soldering
iron and succeeds. However a curious kitten has
to stick her nose in everywhere. She walks past.
“Are you burning something?” I ask. “Just some
fur from Bengie’s backfoot! She was not hurt, just
smoked a bit as she brushed past!” She is such a
sticky beak.
We have a super low tide by 7.30pm. Any lower
and we will be sitting on the bottom. The rocking
is unbelievably bad. Can’t wait for high tide!

15/12/16 – Cave Bay, then Three Hummock Island

F

irst thing this morning while the tide is low,
we dinghy ashore and scramble to the cave.
It is a great climb through jagged boulders
low down along the shores to start with, but high
and exposed as we climb up and over the steep
cliff sections that fall straight down to the ocean.
The rocks are like blades, but very grippy. We are
glad we have good climbing shoes and long pants
on, as the rocks not only look like blades, they are
sharp too!
It is a challenging mix of rock climbing and bush
bashing, but we make it to this huge and deep rock
shelter. Along the way we see Sooty
Oystercatchers, surprised to see anyone, Pacific
Gulls soaring the updrafts and making little barking
sounds at our presence, and White-bellied Sea
Eagles. All in all a very worthwhile exploration.
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Having left at 7.30am, we are back at the boat by
10.00, have a late breakfast then head off to Three
Hummock Island’s northern shores, as the wind is
now southerly and will swing to the SE this
afternoon. We think Mermaid Bay, near Cape
Rochon, will be our next anchorage.
We have a beautiful sail – a broad reach then
downwind run in the sunshine, but the breeze is
really chilly. Unfortunately we have noticed
another small tear in the jib, this time along the
sunstrip seam. This is the second tear and augurs
poorly for the state of the jib - 13 years old. I think
we will need to replace both the jib and main after
this trip. Another $10K gone but the thing to do
for a worry free 10 years of cruising full time. We
will get our shipwright to take a look at them.
We are following the east side of Three Hummock
Island, with its beautiful granite edged shores
covered with the distinctive orange lichen. This to
us says Bass Strait. A few young albatrosses and
Pacific Gulls follow us, showing some interest in
our trawling line. They are so beautiful to watch.
The Shy Albatross with its black brow over the eye
makes it look determined, as if he is flying on a
mission.
East Telegraph Bay looks like a great anchorage in
a westerly or south west. We might come back in
there later this week, as we weather another low.
We reach Mermaid Bay by 1.30pm after a lovely
three hour sail. The waters around Cape Rohon
were a bit rough with eddies and choppy sections.
We are anchored in sand; however as the bay is
lined with rocks under and above the surface, we
stay a good distance from the shore to be safe.
The scenery is wonderful: teal water, sandy beach
and bright orange granite boulders, under a blue
sky. It is cold but very scenic. A little later we go
ashore to explore. The sand is coarse yet we see
lots of footprints from Little Penguins, and sure
enough, we find several hiding under rock ledges
and crevasses. So cute!
We get some fantastic close ups. This is one of
these places where very few people come. We
feel lucky. We have been having such a good day:
varied, plenty of exercise, lots of surprises,
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amazing sights and gorgeous feathered friends.
The only thing missing: warm water. Showers over
the back are unappealing. Bass Strait is very cold
and the shower bags have not warmed up enough.
Wadie is brave, I am not and will opt for a cat wash
inside tonight.

Friday 16/12/16 – Lap of Three Hummock Island

T

here was a fair bit of noise during the night,
firstly the Little Penguins chirpring away,
secondly a certain pussycat having a whale
of a time chasing flies. And then, in the early
morning when you expect to have a sleep in,
Captain Wadie stumps around to keep a look out
because the breeze is NE and we are facing the
wrong way, stern to the beach. The forecast was
for variable light winds SE to NE, so no real
surprise. It is pointless moving to East Telegraph
Bay too early as it offers no protection in a NE. So
we wait, bobbing around in the small chop, and it
is not particularly pleasant.
By 9.00am we decide to up anchor and move to
Coulomb Bay on the NW of the island. At least we
will be more sheltered there even if we will need
to do a lap of the island tonight to get to East
Telegraph Bay for the blow tomorrow. It is
interesting to sail along the entire length of the
north coast: very rugged, very rocky, quite
exposed. The albatrosses love it. We see at least a
dozen doing their dynamic soaring thing: banking
one way, swinging and banking the other way,
doing beautiful wingovers.

We “park” for a few hours at the northern end of
Coulomb Bay. By noon the sunshine has gone, the
sky is really overcast and it is very chilly. The swell
increases and breaks on the beach, and with no
desire to get wet, we stay on board.
By about 3.30 we up anchor and sail under the jib
along the western side of the island, past Spiers
Nook and Chimney Corner, all the way to the
southern point. By then the wind is on our nose
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and we motor for the other half of the trip in
choppy conditions and about 18 or 19 knots of
wind. It is hard and slow going, but we keep at it
and get to East Telegraph as the wind starts
moderating. At the time we drop the anchor the
wind is still from the east which means we back
onto the beach, but it is forecast to drop to
nothing, then turn westerly – perfect for this
anchorage. We are a long way from the beach –
over 150m – since we are back against the shores
and don’t want to end up in the shore break. It is
very swelly.
It is about 7.00pm. The first hour or so is rather
uncomfortable and I feel borderline. It would not
take much to chuck up! Wade is fine and happy to
cook us dinner, a rudimentary baked beans and
frankfurts, which is all I can stomach… comfort
food, thanks! We settle in for another few
episodes of 24 then go to bed exhausted. It is now
quiet, the ocean is flat and we are facing the right
way. We made the right decision to leave the
other side of the island when we did.

17/12/16 – East Telegraph Bay – Three Hummock

W

e had a very quiet night, although
Wadie did not sleep so well… listening.
Yet there was nothing to listen to, it
was quiet and the sea was flat. “But we were told
horribleness was coming!” The wind slowly picks
up early in the morning but surprisingly it is sunny.
We get up. We are miles away from the beach.
While it is not too boisterous, we reposition
ourselves closer and at the other end of the cove,
put the clears on in prevision for rain and even hail
that will come later. The rain catching system is
set up to collect rainwater. We are ready for the
onslaught!
Once we are settled I try our internet connection
to send our post, but we have no service… very
disappointing.
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We even try moving back to the spot we were at
as we had phone service there – but no luck. But
then as the wind really picks up, we suddently get
messages and emails on our phones. I try again
and bingo! Maybe we are now fully extended on
our chain and a bit further out, enough to pick up a
decent signal.
The gale is in full force in the afternoon. One
minute it is sunny, the next it is raining and we see
gusts registering at 44 knots. And it calms down a
fraction and the sun returns. This bright and
gloomy cycle is our lot for the afternoon. I am in
the saloon writing, while Wade and Bengie snooze.
I look out and albatrosses are flying next to us right
inside the bay. That is how windy it is!

18/12/16 – To Stanley

D

uring the night our anchorage becomes
very choppy as the swell wraps around
the point. We are bouncing around, it is
cold and uncomfortable.
Early in the morning we move closer against the
rocky point. It is a bit better. We won’t be there
all day anyway. With the wind easing in the
afternoon, we have decided to sail to Stanley. If
we miss this window we might end up staying for
another week!

First time in a week, a small motor boat comes
into the bay. It is a team of three guys – divers for
abalones. They suit up and hooked to a
compressor they dive along the rocky wall. I
would like to do this at some stage, but the water
here is way too cold!
We dinghy ashore and walk the length of the
beach. No treasure is found, but it is good to
stretch our legs. We see sooty and pied
oystercatchers, two whistling kites, a little hooded
plover and the usual seagulls. And we see this odd
looking fish washed out on the sand with an
iridescent blue body and a red-orangy dorsal fin
that goes from his head to a whispy tail. We have
seen a few of these washed out on the island, but
don’t know what they are.
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Back on board a couple of hours later, we look at
the forecast again and agonise about what to do.
In the end we head off to Stanley. Wade puts two
reefs in the main while we are still at anchor, as
we will be sailing close to the wind in about 20
knot SW initially. It turns out we made the right
decision. We have a fast sail to Stanley, no trouble
at all, not too much slamming and a good feeling
to be on the next leg of our voyage.

The Nut, the remnant of
an old volcanic plug,
really dominates Stanley
and the little fishing
harbour is nestled just
underneath it.

The Nut at Stanley stands out for miles, looking
like a big shoebox above the water at a distance.
We had 27 miles to cover and sailed all the way. It
took us 4 hours. To start with we were sailing with
two reefs in the main and a few rolls in the jib, but
were going at over 8 knots speed. It was
exhilarating with the wind blowing at 20 knots on a
reach with all the white caps and spray. Mid way
through the wind eased and we shook the reefs
out. We slowed down, doing 6s and 7s. As we got
close to Stanley the water smoothed out since we
were protected by the land in the SW. Wade
commented we could have these sorts of
conditions all the way along the north coast of
Tassie.
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We get in through the
narrow entrance and find
a spot along the main wall
as was indicated to us.
Luckily with the gear lever
of our starboard engine
having to be manually
flicked into forward,
reverse or neutral, and
making for awkward
manoeuvring, the wind
played in our favour and docking was straight
forward.
What was harder was the set up of the mooring
lines. With 3 meters of tide you need long lines
and ours are a bit short for that. We had to link
additional lines to give us the length needed to
spring properly. The barge boards were very much
needed to protect the boat from the jetty. We
arrived just on high tide; low tide was at 11.00pm
which meant we could check the length of the
lines as the water level moved down before going
to bed.

Of course our pussycat could see we were against
a jetty… meaning access to shore. She did a quick
patrol shortly after we arrived, noticed she could
not reach the quay from the deck, but quickly
climbed on the cabin roof and the next thing we
saw was our Bengie flying through the air as she
took the leap onto terra firma. Crouched down
low, she ran along the road, but got hassled by a
couple of seagulls; that was manageable. She
faced them doing her usual bleating sound as they
were hovering above her. But then a whole flock
of them set upon her; that was just too scary and
she got back on the boat, helped along by Wadie.
However freedom called again shortly afterwards
and off she jumped and disappeared. One minute
she was there, the next she was out of sight. We
both went ashore once properly tied up, to look
for her. Wade found her behind a shed, sniffing
around. Better lock her in now!
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In the evening I manage to Skype my Dad. It is
good to catch up at last. The last time was at
Apollo Bay! I try Véro too, but with no success.
We will try again tomorrow.

Monday 19/12/16 – Stanley

T

he northeast change came in the night. The
wind comes right into the harbour and pins
us against the wall, with the added hassle of
a surge. We spring back and forth on our ropes,
and sometimes the barge boards get stuck against
the jetty pilons. This is not a good thing as it could
damage the boat. Wade is up at 4.30am, checking
lines, height of fenders and barge boards. He
comes back to bed a couple of hours later, but is
too cold to go back to sleep. We both get up. We
will have to find the harbour master later this
morning to see if we can tie up to a fishing boat.
That would solve the problem of long lines for tidal
movement, and especially the surge. You just tie
yourself tightly on the outside of the fishing boat
and go up and down with it, without needing to
adjust anything. In the end we discover Stanley has
not had a harbour master for a couple of years.
We just need to talk to the fishermen.
We have a bit to do while in Stanley. Our engine
spares will be here tomorrow. Today we have
multiple loads of washing to do and groceries for
fresh fruit and vegies to buy. And I want to climb
the Nut – you can’t come to Stanley and not do the
steep walk up for the views, even on an overcast
day.
We watch a couple of fishing boats come in. These
guys are really impressive the way they
manoeuvre their boats in a tight space. They use a
lot of power, coming in very close, stopping on the
spot then turning them around. Very precise,
confident, and amazing to watch.
Wade has been chatting with a few people to find
us a better spot. There is an offer of a pen, but it is
too narrow for us, and a cray boat that we
watched coming in, unloaded its catch and moved
back to its spot against the jetty. He is happy for
us to tie up to him for a couple of nights – perfect!
Wadie does an excellent job of moving us in this
tight spot with a dodgy engine and plenty of on
lookers for extra pressure. He does a perfect pivot
in the middle of the basin, then the wind helps
push us against Monica III. The fisherman gives us
a hand to tie up and we are set. Now we can relax.
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We have breakfast, catch up with emails, and wait
patiently while “Mad Dog”, as our fisherman is
apparently called, cleans his cray boat after several
weeks at sea. We are getting a spray too and glad
our windows are watertight, as the deck wash runs
over the side against Take It Easy! We later find
out his name is Matt Morgan. There was a bush
ranger called Mad Dog Morgan, so there is the
story! Helpful fellow anyway!
Once he has finished, we organise ourselves for a
laundry, grocery and rubbish run and bring all our
stuff ashore, via his boat. But when we get to the
caravan park where the laundromat is, some car
has run into a power pole further up the road and
the power is about to be cut off in the whole town
for repairs! We do the grocery shopping in a hurry
and head back to the boat. Other chores are
deferred till tomorrow. Instead I grab my camera
and money and we head into town, first to check
out craft shops: a beautiful photography studio
which is very inspiring, then to the Touch Wood
gallery that specialises in superb timber work, so
typical of Tasmanian craftwork. I can’t resist a
lovely myrtle box to keep my jewelery on board,
and a little carved and hand painted bird: a flame
robin. This is pricey but meaningful to me since I
struggled to distinguish the flame from the scarlet
robin a few weeks ago! Now it is on board as a
permanent reminder.
Of course we climb the Nut! It is very steep but
the views are great. I see and manage to
photograph a lovely little bird I had never spotted
before: a European Goldfinch. It is white billed, has
a red face, white belly, golden yellow splashes in
the body and a black tail. Until I saw the red face
and beak, I thought it might have been a new
holland honeyeater, but once it showed its face, it
was obvious it was some kind of finch. It is very
cute and colourful.
The weather is really closing in, so grey, and the
coast is nearly disappearing. It is not the best for
nice landscape photos, but moody and interesting
nevertheless. We head back down, pick up our
treasures from Touch Wood, buy some wine at the
pub on the way back to the boat as the rain starts.

After all the exercise we will sleep well tonight and
won’t have to worry about tide, surge or wind. We
are snug against Monica III. We are rugged up like
little oldies in so called summer, hiding under a
quilt and watching a program on TV with a rum in
hand, but we are happy with our day and our
voyage so far. We have managed well, made good
decisions and enjoyed ourselves.
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Véro skypes us tonight. It is nice to finally catch
up. The mix of time lag and lack of communication
while in the islands made it impossible to talk for
ages.

Tuesday 20/12/16 – Stanley

W

ouldn’t you know it, a change has
come! We now have a strong wind
warning for westerlies. But on the
bright side it is sunny.
It is chores day today: oil change, engine tuning,
top up the water, laundry, pick up the engine
parts. The recompense: a long hot, indulgent
shower at the Port toilets! It is nearly 2pm by the
time we get back on board. Nothing happens
quickly when you are on a boat and have to walk
everywhere. Then comes the tricky part: fitting
the new gear cable and cable end for the
starboard engine. First Wade has to disconnect
the old one. Surprisingly it is a quick job. Then it is
time to fit the new one on.
While all this is happening, I am having a rest. I
feel a bit achy all over and weary. But there is
something I want to do that requires a bit of
energy. I want to walk to the other side of town
up to the top of the hill at the end of Godfreys’
Beach. It is a fair distance away, but should offer
panoramic views of the bay, the Nut, town and the
surroundings, a nice perspective. I need to take
my tripod and filters and see if I can get some nice
long exposure shots. So I’d better get some
strength back for that!
With the amount of daily exercise we have been
doing, I am having a few hypos (very low blood
sugar) and have trouble gauging the amount of
insulin I need to inject for the amount of energy
expanded and the type of food consumed during
the day. It is funny, Greta, the owner of the Touch
Wood gallery, happened to be a diabetic nurse
before she ‘retired’ and we had a good chat when I
made my craft purchases. She was emphasising
the huge impact of exercise and lowered stress
levels on diabetic control. We certainly can attest
to the drastic lowering of my sugar levels. I just
need to get better at judging the number of units
of insulin I should take at night when I have been
physically active all day and the normal 12 units I
need when I am working is just too much!
Wade has just finished fitting the gear cable in
record time: 20 minutes! He now picks up what he
calls the Jesus clip (some sort of pin) apparently
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because as you fit it, it invariably flicks out and
disappears, leading to you yelling “Jesus, where
did it go?” But the Jesus pin is in without a glitch.
Job done! Hurray to Mr Fix It. The learning from
this incident as Wade puts it is “if the gears are
suddenly hard to engage, you should do a bit more
than just press harder on the lever!”
Just when we think all is good now, we have a
disaster on board: no fruit cake! “That is a sorry
state of affairs” says Wadie. Fruit cake is an
essential part of his dietary intake!
We do go to Highfields as it is called, up the hill on
the other side of the village. As well as the views
back towards the Nut, there are also some
interesting things to see: rolling hills covered in
lush grass for the Cape Grim cattle and black faced
sheep, and the ruins of convict housing.

The convicts were apparently given to the
landowners of Highfield as workers. It stands grim
against the cloudy sky. I carry my tripod and filters
in my backpack but don’t use them in the end.
What I probably should have taken is my wide
angle lens. Never the right lens on! But I still
manage to get a couple of pleasing shots.
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21/12/16 – To Rocky Cape, Burgess Cove

N

ot much sleep last night. The wind was
roaring and we had the noise of our
squeaky ropes and fenders rubbing
between us and Monica III. There was not a lot we
could do about it except toss and turn!
So this morning we feel a bit ordinary, but get up
before 6.00. The wind is forecast to reach 30 knots
thus the earlier we leave for our short 12 mile run
to Rocky Cape, the better.
By 6.30 we have untied ourselves from Monica III
and we exit the harbour. It is a smooth sail under
the jib alone with the wind on our stern.
Beautiful! The light is gentle, the sky dark and
loaded with clouds, but the sun is out and the dark
silhouette of the Rocky Cape hills have a golden
highlight just behind them. We are going at 6 to 8
knots and the ride is sedate and easy, as if we
were gliding. It is one of those morning passages
that reinforce our love of sailing. But it also
emphasises our preference for sailing in warmer
climes. As Wade puts it “this wind is icy”. He
mentions Ellen & Seth from Celeste who sail to the
Arctic. “Crazy! We are not doing this! Imagine
doing this passage in winter!”
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The arrival at Rocky Cape and the anchorage of
Burgess Cove is absolutely spectacular. You can
see how the cape got its name! What a grandiose
place to come to. It is now 8.30. We are settled.
Time for breakfast and a brewed coffee!
A couple of hours later, we go ashore for a walk to
the lighthouse and to the two aboriginal caves. It
is all mod cons here; there is a boat ramp, perfect
for landing the dinghy, and the track is in fact a dirt
road. We are gone for a few hours.
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The coast is stunning, with jagged granite blades,
quartzite cliffs and boulders lined in a bright
orange or ochre strip of lichen. In the sun the
water looks aqua with wind lines from the 20+
knots blowing. It really is breathtaking. The
lighthouse is high on a hill, but not very tall.
As for the caves, the North Cave is huge and
protected. We see it from a viewing platform with
interpretative signs. It was used by aboriginal
people until fairly recently, 100 years or so as
opposed to thousands at the Hunter Cave. The
South Cave is a small rock shelter and
middens are visible.
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There is an aboriginal dreaming about these wild
shores that has been passed down through
generations. It goes like this. “A long time ago
there were two brothers and a sister who were left
in charge of the younger children of the mob while
their parents were busy. Just like teenagers the
world over, they got bored with this task pretty
quickly and passed the time playing around
together. Forgotten by their baby sitters, the
younger children wandered down to the beach
and drowned.

Rocky Cape

Table Cape

The Nut
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The three older children were cast out in shame by
the elders as punishment for the neglect of their
duties, and isolated from each other so that they
could no longer play together. You can still see
them today standing alone along the coast – the
headlands of Rocky Cape, Table Cape and The
Nut.” We love those dreamtime tales. The
landscape is entertwined in the moral story.

When we get back to the beach we try walking
along to the next cove, but it is too hard with
those sharp, angled rocky blades, so we go back to
the dinghy and return to the boat. It is a lot more
blowy now, three hours later, with 30 knot gusts.
We grab a late lunch, then I sit in the sunshine out
in the cockpit, while Wade attempts to fish. We
have just realised that one of the buckets with the
two trawling lines and expensive lures has
disappeared, either blown overboard in the last
two days though it was tied up on the back step, or
more likely pinched. A bit disappointing… We will
have to buy a new kit in Port Sorell. Wade has a
line in, hoping for flathead, but he feels a bit
sleepy and disappears for a nap.
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While he sleeps I look through today’s photos and
work on my article for Dynamic Range, “Life on the
Wing”, about the shy albatross and photographing
this oceanic bird, a sequel to the article in the last
issue (Passion for Birds), but more advanced in
technique. I email the draft to Leanne for
comments. High resolution photos will follow
when we have good service and plenty of data
courtesy of work!
As is our habit, we check the weather for
tomorrow. We will move on as planned to Port
Sorell, a 50 mile run.

Thursday 22/12/16 – to Port Sorell

T

he wind died down during the evening and
we had a quiet night, much needed after
the squeaky episode at Stanley.

We said we did not need to get up early, but we
are awake anyway, so by 7.30 we raise anchor.
We have a fairly long passage to Port Sorell – 50
miles. The breeze is very light so we have one
engine going.

As we approach Table Cape a large pod of dolphins
joins us and stays with us for the longest time
ever. It is always a delight to see those beautiful
creatures playing at our bows.
The breeze alternates between being forward of
our beam and back of our beam. Wade gets the
spinnaker out and set up, only to pack it away
before we have even launched it. It is too
borderline for Big O. But by 9.00 the breeze has
picked up enough to go without the engines on
main and jib.
We have just set up the autopilot to keep us at 600
to the wind instead of tracking to a waypoint. This
means we are maximising our sailing speed close
inshore, hoping to pick up any land breeze. The
result is a faster sail straight away: 7+ knots.
However it is short lived. For most of the morning
the breeze is on and off, and so are our engines!
By noon, we launch the spinnaker. We are just off
Burnie. Ten minutes later, we drop it and relaunch
it on a different tack. All in all a frustrating affair.
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But finally the wind picks up from the NW and we
have lift off: 8+ knots and rising. We have gone
from six hours to destination to only three. That is
more like it!

Along the way we see Mt Roland in the distance
overlooking the town of Sheffield. Good memories
of our road trip around Tassie with my Mum and
Dad some 12 years ago already come back. I was
talking to Dad on Skype about that trip when we
were in Stanley. The memories were bitter sweet
as he faces his second Christmas without Mum.

Mt Roland

St Valentines Peak
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It is interesting how much the coast changes even
in 50 miles. The wild northwest coast with its
rugged rocky shores is replaced with gentler rolling
hills and green pastures. Another interesting peak
appears behind Burnie, looking a bit like a volcano.
We later find out it is called St Valentines Peak.

We are just about at the entrance of the Port
Sorell estuary at 4.30pm. Apparently few yachties
come in to Port Sorell because of the barred
entrance and many sand banks.
We go through the bar, although the conditions
are such that all is calm, with wind and incoming
tide working with us. It is odd to enter a built up
area after being in the wilderness for three weeks.
We hunt around for a spot to anchor. Near the
little jetty that gives easy access to the town, there
are many moorings and the water is too deep to
anchor with room to swing. What looks like an
attractive spot further around at Bakers Point is in
fact the hangout for ski boats – no thanks. In the
end we go opposite the jetty, but on the other
bank of the channel, quite close to a sandbank.
Port Sorell is popular with holiday makers, so a
very different feel to where we have come from.
Yet tonight it is quiet with the only sounds coming
from Sooty Oystercatchers flying past.
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After the initial freak out – “let’s get out of here.
We don’t want to be in a crowded area, especially
with water skiers and jet skis at Christmas”, we
settle down. Maybe it will be okay. The next few
days are easterly, so we can’t go anywhere
anyway.
As is now the habit, I go through the pictures taken
today with a drink and nibbles. A few are
interesting, showing the changing landscape as we
move further east, with soft green and yellow
pastures, and hazy tall hills as a back drop. Most
of these look best cropped as 3x1 panoramic.

Friday 23/12/16 – Port Sorell

F

irst thing this morning I get up to give my
Dad a call for Christmas. He is leaving later
today to spend the festivities with my
cousins Michel and Geneviève. I am glad he won’t
spend this second Christmas without Mum alone.
While Wade busies himself drying the dew on the
deck and windows, filling up the fuel tanks and
topping up the water after breakfast, I prepare a
post on our website for tomorrow.
By 10.30 we are ready to dinghy ashore, armed
with our empty jerrycans, water containers and
shopping list. We are on a mission to replace our
lost fishing gear. Letting Wade loose near fishing
tackle shops is the equivalent of what quilting
shops used to be for me: lots of temptations and
one could spend hours fondling stuff!
Three hours later we are back. We have got food,
treats for Christmas, we have grabbed a coffee and
pie for lunch, we have water, we saw where the
petrol station is and have to work out a way to get
closer to it by dinghy! The so called ten minutes
walk to town from the jetty was a lot longer than
that – more like ¾ of an hour each way. We must
have taken the scenic route. At least we got our
exercise for the day. No luck with the fishing gear
yet, but we might be lucky on the next trip which
we will tackle tomorrow.
In the afternoon while the tide is rising, we go
ashore on the side closest to the boat, the
opposite shores to town. Wade wants to scavenge
a flat piece of wood to make a base for the trolley
that will carry the jerry cans. And I am
photographing birds, although I don’t have the big
lens on. However I am trying something new. On
the advice of a couple of bird photographer friends
I have set my camera to separate the focus button
from the shutter button – it is called the back
focus button technique. This takes any wildlife
photography up a notch… “a game changer” Tim
called it. You can focus with your thumb and press
the trigger with your index finger simultaneously.
So I have a go; it feels a bit odd, but we’ll check the
results later. Hooded plovers, oystercatchers and
lapwings are trotting on the sand, which is quite
soft, making it tiring to walk on as you sink in.
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Wadie does find the perfect bit of wood. This gets
later cut to shape in the cockpit. Before we know
it, it is after 6.00pm and Bengie reminds us we are
late for her second breakfast… and our
sundowners, although sun down is much later:
9.30 in Tassie.
As usual I check my photos. The back focus button
takes a little bit to get used to, but the results are
evident. Even with just the Tamron lens, I have
clear shots of the little plovers, both on the sand
and in flight.

The sunset is magnificent: bright orange and fiery
towards town and soft pink out to sea, all reflected
in the water.
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Saturday 24/12/16 – Port Sorell

F

or the second day in a row since starting our
voyage we are in shorts and it is warm: a
very pleasant mid 20’s! So much nicer than
being rugged up.
We make another trip into town for petrol mainly,
but also get some prawns for Christmas and a
couple of things we forgot yesterday. We have
also decided to get a harness and retractable leash
for Bengie, to be able to take her ashore for a leg
stretch and sniff around. Being cooped up on
board all the time is not fun for her. And as we will
eventually be on board full time, we need to get
her used to dinghy trips and walking on a lead. A
helpful lady at a pet shop sells us a “rabbit”
harness, which she says is the perfect size for a
small cat. We won’t tell Bengie we are treating
her like a bunny! The lead is 5m long, so plenty of
scope for her to run.
We have found the quicker way to get to town and
Wade is dragging his trolley with the makeshift
base loaded with three empty jerrycans. We fill up
at the petrol station. As I suspected, 60 litres is a
heavy load for the trolley. Not long after we have
left the petrol station and start our walk back, the
trolley bends and the jerrycans fall over. We
straighten it a couple of times, but it finally gives
up the ghost at Shearwater. Luckly a friendly guy
with a ute gives us a lift back to where we left the
dinghy. He saves our day. I suspect the trolley
could have coped with 40 litres, but not 60. Wade
might try to resurrect it. We won’t need petrol for
a while now.
It is hot when we get back on board and for the
first time this trip we are in bathers and I sit in the
sunshine on deck for a while. We even have a dip
at the back of the boat at slack water.
For Christmas Eve, we celebrate the French way
with a bottle of real Champagne Dad gave us when
we were there last. It is luscious. Sunset is pretty,
though not as spectacular as last night.
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Christmas Day, 25/12/16 – Port Sorell

W

ith all the expenses on the boat we
have decided to skip buying presents
for each other for Christmas. And it is
getting hard to buy for each other anyway. With
both of us earning an income, we tend to buy
things as we need. So there are just a couple of
nick nacks, although I fare very well with a kindle!
But what we did get is a present for Bengie: her
harness and leash, to be able to take her on walks
ashore. And today is the day when we try this.
After a lovely breakfast of mango and fried olive
bread, we head off in the dinghy. There are long
distressed howls but once we get to the beach, she
trots on the lead to the bushy end and investigate
a few smells. She likes the covered areas best, and
the long logs were she can scratch around and
sharpen her claws. Where a dog keeps stopping
for a piddle, she stops to scratch on logs! She does
rather well, the distressed moans giving way to
short little contented meows. We are gone for an
hour. By then she has had enough and does not
want to walk anymore, too tired by the big
adventure. So we carry her the last little bit to the
dinghy. The return trip on Peasy is far less
stressful for her. It is as if she knows she going
home to the boat. We think we have made a good
purchase and will persevere with the walks.
After lunch we go and see the mud berths at the
Panatana Rivulet. It is an interesting spot. At low
tide when we are there the boats are sitting on the
mud flats, propped up against poles. The rivulet is
just that: a tiny stream. There are lots of soldier
crabs and birds that feed on them. At high tide the
boats float on a calm expanse of water. During the
1800s the rivulet was the location for intensive
ship building. It is certainly well sheltered, tucked
away behind the headland.
When we get back the tide has started coming
back in and we decide to up anchor and ever so
slowly make our way down the Rubicon River to
Squeaking Point, for a change of scenery. We lay a
track through the sandbanks so we can easily
follow our path back on the way out in a few days.
With the continuing easterlies, we will be here for
a while. It is pleasant enough and a little more
private: no jet skis and motor boats here. And the
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showers at the back of the boat are not only more
discreet, but the dips are also warmer at 170. We
will explore around here over the next few days.
One of the very nice aspects of this voyage is the
lack of pressure and haste to go anywhere. We
are taking our time exploring. We don’t feel
compelled to move on. We still have over a month
left and most of this will be spent around Flinders
Island and the Furneaux Group. So it really is a
relaxing way to go. It gives us a taste of what
cruising without a schedule will be like.

26/12/16 – Port Sorell – Squeaking Point

I

t is very overcast when we get up this morning
after a hot sleepless night. If this warmer
temperature continues we will have to swap
our doona for a quilt! After a lovely breakfast of
fresh berries, we commit to tidiness: with all our
coming and going ashore, including those of our
brave pussycat, we have brought sand and muck
inside. So it is time to brush everything down,
vacuum and tidy up inside, and in the cockpit too
where hundreds of sandflies have accumulated
overnight and died.
By 11.00am the light rain starts. We have set up
the clears over the cockpit and instead of a wander
ashore, we hide inside. Wade is industrious and
runs a load of laundry with our washing machine
plugged into the inverter. This is evidence of our
trust in our power generation and the ability of the
clears to keep the cockpit (with our clothes
hanging) dry. The cockpit is soon transformed into
a chinese laundry.
We hear back from Sue who we invited to join us,
but she is not well and does not feel up to it. We
might see if Greg and Ann want to fly into Flinders
Island and come for a tour of the Furneaux Group
later in January.
By 2.00pm it is no longer drizzling and we go
ashore at low tide. The mud near the jetty is
gooey and horrible, sucking our feet in right up to
our ankles. Fortunately there is a tap to wash the
mud off. We take a walk along the shore on a
bush track. There are lots of wildflowers and
birds, in particular a magnificent blue wren who
poses for me. These birds are normally so hard to
capture, but this occasion is a treat, and I know I
have a few winning shots despite them having
been taken with the Tamrom lens. On the way
back to the dinghy we get mugged by sandflies and
beat a quick retreat through the sticky mud with
pebbles in the mix. Maybe this place should be
called Squealing Point rather than Squeaking Point
as this is what we did!
Just as I get ready to Skype Véro, she beats me to
it. It is nice to catch up. The squealing is of a
different nature later in the evening with a
stunning bright orange sunset over Mt Roland.
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27/12/16 – Port Sorell – Squeaking Point

W

e get up in a huff this morning. There
are weird noises coming from the
bows. You get really atuned to the
boat’s creaks and groans, and this one is out of the
ordinary.
Wade is up on deck… “Somebody has pinched our
dinghy! Oh no, here it is, caught at the front in the
bridle!” With the wind and tide coming from
different directions, we skate around all over the
place and the dinghy, which is on a long lead,
eventually follows. But this time it has got caught
in the bridle. We shorten the lead so it does not
happen again. Imagine if someone really had
stolen Peasy! We’d be in trouble, unable to get
ashore unless tied to a jetty.
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Wade has discovered that the compass is affected
by our door lock. I watch with worry as he tries
without great success to remove the steel lock
which we don’t use anyway. It does not interfere
with the compass when the by-fold door is open.
But when it is closed, it puts it out by 200.
It is a very grey, overcast day and a bit cooler too.
Despite the greyness, we go ashore for a couple of
hours walk: to the Panatana Rivulet, or Muddy
Creek as the locals call it. We set off late and the
tide is low when we get there; so much for trying
to get there at a higher tide for a different view.
Maybe we can try again tomorrow.

28/12/16 – Port Sorell – Squeaking Point

I

t rained a lot last night and it is continuing
today. With no rush to do anything or get
anywhere, we laze around in bed.

We get a call at 8.00am on my phone but are too
lazy to answer it and at this time it is probably a
work call. However we do answer the howls and
pounces on the bed from Bengie who is starving!
Having fed the beast I come back to bed with my
phone and realise the call was not from work at all
but from Tassie friends John and Di, who used to
sail on Silver Air and with whom we went to Port
Davey a few years ago. We call them back. It is
really lovely to catch up. They picked us up on AIS.
You can’t hide anywhere! These guys sold Silver
Air and now have a motor-sailer they are doing up.
They seem well and are having fun on their new
acquisition. We tell them about our ups and
downs during the year and our plans for next year.
Breakfast is very late: 10.00 am! With all the rain,
we have managed to fill two 20 litre jerrycans
already. There is a seal playing in the river, but it is
too shy to come close to the boat.
With not much to do on board, we tidy up then
settle in for a bit of reading for Wade, and for me
sorting through albatross photos for my article in
Dynamic Range, the photo magazine. I struggle for
ages putting together a take-off sequence of four
images. They do not line up automatically, nor do
they merge as a panoramic. So I decide to
manually align them, synchronise the light,
contrast, exposure, etc. I don’t try to blend them,
simply display them side by side as a single image
with separation in between each shot. It takes me
for ever, but I am learning and am happy with the
result. I will put the selection of photos for the
article in Dropbox and send this off to Leanne
while we have strong internet service.
By 5.00pm it is still raining and we have now
collected 90 litres of water. Our tanks are full right
to the brim, the camp shower bags are full too and
we have spare water in the jerrycans. It is our
hope the rain will stop tomorrow, as the wind
direction is changing and we would like to escape
out of Port Sorell; but if it is wet tomorrow, we will
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stay put as there is nothing worse than sailing in
the rain.
We have heard back from Greg and Ann who we
invited to join us for a tour of the Furneaux Islands.
They will meet us on 23 January! They are flying
into Flinders Island and depending on wind and
tide we will pick them up at Lady Barron or
Whitemark. We then have ten to twelve days to
explore and get back to the Lakes together. Very
exciting! It will be nice to show them around these
stunning cruising grounds and it will be hopefully
an amazing experience for them.

28/12/16 – To West Head

I

t is grey when we wake up, but it has stopped
raining. We check the forecast and as we
hoped, we can leave Port Sorell and resume
our sail eastward. Yeah!
The boat is covered with sandflies and midges.
What a horror! So we get dressed in long pants
and long sleeve T shirts, not because it is cold, but
because we do not want to get eaten alive; we
spray and have a citronella candle burning in the
cockpit. Things improve as we leave the Rubicon
River and go out to sea.
There is a little bit of breeze and we motor-sail into
a light ENE. There is not far to go, only about 12 to
15 miles from Squeaking Point. This short hop gets
us to a different spot and shortens the next leg to
Bridport tomorrow, another 35 miles on, when the
wind will have switched to the WNW. We leave by
8.00am and drop the anchor three hours later.
We arrive at our new anchorage called West Head,
at the head of the Tamar River. We discover the
cliffs over-looking the bay are dolerite columns: a
little like organ pipes. It is a spectacular sight and
quite a surprise. The sun is out, the water aqua
(but cold at 130), and reasonably deep close in,
right under the cliffs. This place is not described in
any anchorage book; it just shows you that it is
worth taking the time to explore, rather than rely
on the well-beaten tracks. Given the choice
between anchoring in the Tamar or here, West
Head wins hands down in the right conditions.
Wade braves the insects and chops up a small
couta he caught on the trawling line earlier. We
will have fish and chips tonight for dinner. I fancy
a walk ashore and a climb up a track we can see
leads to the top of the cliffs. Maybe we can take
Bengie for a leg stretch on the sandy beach first,
then do the climb.
Bengie the brave ship’s cat fares better in the
dinghy this time. She sits right next to me and licks
my arms and legs for comfort and reassurance.
Lots of cat slobber, but never mind. She meows,
but no terrified howls. The beach walk is not much
of a hit though. She wants to climb up the dune
and looks for sheltered areas rather than walk out
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in the open. The return trip on Peasy is pretty
good. Soon she will stand on the bow like you see
dogs do! I would like to persevere with these
outings as once we live aboard this will be her only
chance for exercise.
We drop her back on board, grab some shoes and
return to the beach for the coastal walk along the
top of the cliffs. It is scenic but really, really
muggy. Secators are in full swing with their mating
calls. We start in sunshine and end in overcast
conditions.
By the time we return to the beach, the swell has
picked up. We look at it and both say “we’re going
to get wet”. So we strip down to our knickers and
do our best. Three waves break in quick
succession and we well and truly get drenched as
Peasy rises to the lip of the waves as they break
and we slip down heavily on the trailing side of
each one. Thank god for the dry camera backpack!
With our underwear and Tshirts soaking wet, we
decide to jump in the water at the back of the boat
to cool down after the muggy walk. It is not as
cold as we thought. Either that or we are getting
tough!
Thunderstorms and rain were forecast for late
afternoon. They don’t come until late in the night.
This has been a very pleasant day. There is a bit of
swell, but as we are facing towards the beach it
does not bother us.
Days like this, when you did not have any
particular expectation and are pleasantly surprised
by beautiful surroundings are especially sweet.
Simple things like a walk, spotting our beautiful
looking boat from a different angle, or taking a
photo of a secator that reveals its glistening but
totally transparent wings and big red eyes… all
these little details just add layers of contentment.
We did not go very far, but our day was unhurried
and filled with interest and fun.
Note to self: small coutas are sweet but full of
bones, even filetted. Next time, throw it back or
use if for bait!
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Friday, 30/12/16 – To Bridport

I

t rained heavily and thunderstormed in the
early hours of the morning and when we wake
up it is very foggy. We are stern to the cliffs
and close to them, but can’t even see them!
The fog hangs around for hours, lifting a little then
coming back down, shrouding everything around
us. Best to wait a while longer before heading off
as we do not
fancy getting
across the
Tamar
entrance in
pea soup. It
is a major
river with big
ship traffic.

binoculars he adds “Oh yes, look at all that smoke
from his diesel engine!” I check… Nothing at the
back of that yacht. My darling does not like to get
beaten! However things change with the wind. As
the breeze picks up so does our speed: 8 knots+,
and we are catching up to the yacht!

By about
10.00am the
visibility is
somewhat
improved.
As the wind
is forecast to
build to 20
knots from
the west, we
raise anchor and head off.
We got good speed all the way, especially during
the last hour when we were doing 10, 11, right up
to 13.5 knots as we triumphantly charged into
Bridport! It was 3.00pm and we settled in front of
town next to the ruined jetty by 3.30.

Twenty minutes later we have launched Big O for
an initially slow sled ride. There is a yacht ahead
of us, most likely motoring in these light
conditions. After a while it looks like it is getting
away, faster than us. Wade declares: “He is sure
to be motoring” and as he looks through the
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As we are unsure of what we will do tomorrow, we
decide to go ashore and replenish our fresh food
supplies. Everything is really close and convenient,
much better than at Port Sorell. However the
anchorage is pretty bumpy. We drop the groceries
back at the boat, then I grab my camera, filters and
tripod and we go to the old jetty. In my mind’s eye
I can imagine a nice long exposure shot. I have to
climber on rocks to get a spot right in front of the
alignment of poles. It is a bit precarious, but I get
a couple of shots… the exposure is not very long
though, as I am not comfortable with several
thousands of dollars of gear perched on the

granite blocks above sea water. I get acceptable
shots, but not wonderful. While all of this was
going on, Wadie was sitting patiently. He is very
good.

We get a message from Véro and Didier, who are
on their way to spend New Year at Dad’s via La
Rochelle.

It is quite uncomfortable where we are anchored.
Both of us are at our respective computer: Wade is
arranging new holiday rentals for Jan Juc and I am
putting a post together for our website. After an
hour of doing so we are feeling seedy. I am on
dinner duties and the nice meal I had anticipated
turns out to be slap dash to minimise time spent in
the galley.

We watch a few episodes of our favourite 24
program then I ring my Dad on Skype. He sounds a
bit average but with Véro and Didier arriving later
in the day, I am not too concerned.
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31/12/16 – To Tomahawk Point

A

s is our habit, we are awake early, get up
and our first task is to check the weather.
Well, our first task after feeding a hungry
beast who came on the bed at 4.00am to give me a
pussy cat kiss and a headbutt! “Nice, but can’t you
do that a bit later?

So, back to the all mighty weather. We have WNW
winds for today and tomorrow, then an ESE which
was not what we expected. Our initial plan was to
head to Tomahawk Bay, then Clarke Island in the
Furneaux on Monday to cross lively Bank Strait in
the right conditions with tide and wind working
together. But now that there is an easterly on
Monday, it is not so good. Wade is fixating on the
Bank Strait crossing and suggests we head off to
Clarke Island today. I ask “what’s the rush to get to
Clarke Island? We have plenty of time, why don’t
we wait for the next weather window for that?”
And there comes another plan: off to Tomahawk
today and tomorrow, then to Foster Inlet while the
easterlies blow. Two new areas to explore.
Sometimes two sets of eyes on the weather and
route planning can lead to better outcomes.
While all this plotting is going on, Bengie is having
a frantic run around the cabin, rushing from one
end of the boat to the other at lightening speed.
“For god sake Stink, have a poo and be done with
it!” And so she does, stinks up the bathroom, then
peace returns. She finds a spot on a quilt in the
sunshine and goes to sleep.
We head off by 8.00am, bound for Tomahawk
Point, a 26 mile run further east. The wind and
swell have picked up. We have a bit of jib rolled
out, but the going is rough with 1.5 to 2m swell on
our beam. It is quite uncomfortable and things are
falling off the table: a horrible short sea that
makes us roll and I lose my breakfast! It is a
sudden and short-lived attack of nausea
fortunately.
We have a choice of going on the inside of
Waterhouse Island where it is shallow with lots of
rocks, or on the outside, the longer but probably
less risky and uncomfortable way. We choose the
latter. The eastern end of the island is a bit
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chaotic with a lot of white water and waves
breaking. We remember this from being there in
Medina… There is a lot of current just on the point.
But as soon as we turn with the waves and get in
the lee of the island, things settle down. We have
a final downwind run all the way to Tomahawk
Point. The islet just off the Point offers little
shelter but the beach further in seems okay. So
we anchor there by noon. It is not perfectly calm,
but it beats Bridport!
Lunch of bacon and eggs settles our stomachs, in
fact so much so that there is not a lot of activity for
the afternoon. We both nap for an hour or two
and soon the day is gone. At 4.00pm we have a
dip and a shower at the back of the boat. We
should have gone ashore, but were too lazy to do
so. What a way to spend the last day of this
difficult year. Or maybe that is exactly how it
should be spent: half sailing, half snoozing!
In the early evening, we watch the tide dropping
further down and for longer than we expected: it
was supposed to be at its lowest at 6.30pm with
only 1.5m drop, but in fact it was more like 2 to
2.5m and was still going down by 8.00pm. We
dropped the pick in 3.6m. At 8.00pm with only
1.4m of water under our hulls, no sign of the tide
coming back in yet and an even lower tide for
tomorrow morning, we decide to up anchor and
move back a bit, re-anchoring in 2m at low water.
While all this is going on, a yacht comes in under
sail – a Benneteau 50, so with most definitely a
long keel. It does some weird manoeuvres as we
wonder whether we are going to witness a
planting at speed! At the last minute it does a
mighty turn and tacks away. He eventually drops
its sails and motors back in to anchor behind us.
First yacht in an anchorage with us in a month! It
is a guy on his own. Early the next morning he is
gone.
No celebration or party at midnight on board Take
It Easy. We are in bed by 10.00!
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Sunday 1/1/17 – Tomahawk Point

H

appy New Year! Let’s hope it is a
momentous year for us… a year when we
move to a different and much awaiting
stage in our life. It won’t be a stress-free year
though. Between dealing with health issues for
the two of us now, retiring some time during the
year, and transitioning from land life to life afloat,
there will be pain before fun, but with trepidation
and excitement.
There are a few major things on our plate.







As soon as we get back we have an
appointment with Wade’s specialist to decide
on what happens next, following his diagnosis
of early prostate cancer. This bomb got
dropped on us just before we sailed off on
this cruise and left us feeling shocked. Just as
we are thinking about our preparation
towards retirement, the C word rears its ugly
head.
On my side, I need to get better diabetic
control so I don’t end up with other systemic
problems. Type I late onset diabetes is an
auto immune condition, so I need to be
careful. We suspect once I give up work with
its stresses and disruptions from constant
business travelling, things will settle down. I
can already see the effect of a month on
board and daily exercise. It will be interesting
to see what happens when I go back to work
next month!
Then there is more to do on the boat to
prepare it for full time cruising.
And finally there is the move out of our two
houses, the storage of our furniture and
putting both properties out for rental.

It is all a bit overwhelming, but right now we have
to put all this aside until we can start chipping
away at this massive project.
Back to the here and now, back to the present.
Someone once said “every day is a gift, that’s why
they call it the present.”
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So today our gift is a crêpes breakfast, a walk
ashore, further leash training for Bengie, a float
around in calm conditions… a simple, serene way
to start this new year.
Bengie is pursuing a few blowies flying around.
She jumps, pounces and when successful eats the
pesky things. Then she takes interest in what is
going on in the cockpit. Wade is cutting some
frozen squid to bait the fishing rods. She steals a
bit. “Burger, give me back my bait” I hear! If the
fish show as much interest as the pussy cat, we
might get a feed, but somehow I doubt it. We still
are rather useless at fishing!
We go ashore for a wander. We have an empty
jerrycan of water in case we find a tap and a bag of
rubbish to get rid of if we find a bin. A couple calls
us over to their garden as we walk past. “Are you
from the yacht? We watched you sailing in with
our binoculars and we saw you dinghying in this
morning. You can have some of our tank water if
you’d like.” We chat for a while with these kind
people who have retired to their holiday house. It
is a simple house, but with million dollar views
over the bay and Tomahawk Island, with our
boatie in the picture! We then walk a few miles to
the caravan park and boat ramp and find a public
bin to leave our rubbish. We struggle a bit with
the walk: Wade because he has hurt his back lifting
the engine for the dinghy in a silly way, and me
because the fermented orange marmalade is
hurting my gut. But we manage. On the way back,
with the tide back up, we dinghy up the Tomahawk
River. It goes for miles.
When we get back, we crash for a rest. Massage
and hotpack for Wade, rest then play with photos
for me. And we sit back, look out to sea in the late
afternoon. It is peaceful. The outline of Flinders
and Cape Barren Islands appears in the distance.
Nearly there!
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Monday 2/1/17 – To Foster Inlet

I

t is a bright day as we wake up and in the
distance the Furneaux are crystal clear, as is
Foster Inlet and its wind mills. Don Quijote
country! Well not the traditional wind mills, the
modern turbines. We count about 33.

Even Bengie thinks it is a good day for a patrol and
plays on the deck and cabin roof. We are stern to
the beach. The breeze has shifted to the NE then
SE.
Wade’s back is a
little better but still
sore and stiff. So a
massage, some
Voltaren and
caution are called
for. We leave the
motor attached to
the dinghy and just
lift the lot out of
the water on the
davits, but not too
high. It will be fine
in calm seas for the
short hop.
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By 10.00 we raise the main, lift the anchor up and
set off gently for a short 12 mile run to Foster
Inlet. We are not sailing fast – doing 4s – but it is
pleasant, gentle, free and warm. No rush! We
have set George to steer to the wind. Wade is
sitting inside the cabin, able to keep an eye on the
tell tales, and Bengie settles against him in a sunny
spot… very cute!
The Foster Inlet coast
appears uninhabited
with low sand hills, a
few dunes and white
beaches, and those
wind turbines on top.
It is marked as a
conservation area. To
the north behind the
inlet looms the high
and imposing hills of
Cape Barren and
Flinders Islands. When
we get into the inlet
there is a sturdy
looking motor-sailor anchored there, probably
similar to what John and Di have bought.

We now count 45 wind turbines. It is an amazing
sight. We are anchored and settled in front of
Home Beach by 1pm. Soon after we arrive the
motor-sailor leaves. It looks like it is heading
across Banks Strait to the Furneaux.

A pike has caught itself on the trawling line just as
we came in to the inlet. Wade guts it and fillets it
once we are anchored, attracting Pacific Gulls at
the back. Pikes make good eating, far better than
couta. That is dinner for two nights!
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The inlet is an interesting spot. The low sand hills
lead to Cape Portland to the north. The bay
shallows and close to the sandy beach it will
probably dry at low tide. The bay is open to the
west except for a few low rocky islets at the
entrance to the inlet. Towards the southeast you
can see the line up of wind turbines. It must get
really windy around here! There is a bit of swell
coming in, however it does not bother us since we
are lying with it, not across it. It is like a gentle
breath… Breath in as we go up, breath out as we
come down.
No sooner has one fishing boat left another one
arrives, but it stays well out in the middle of the
bay. Maybe it is getting a rest before heading out
again. Then another one turns up… it must be a
good spot or close to fishing grounds!
It is very pleasant sitting in the cockpit in the
sunshine, dreaming and gazing at our
surroundings. Later in the afternoon we take
Bengie ashore for a walk. The beach has lots of
logs and she walks along quite comfortably. She
keeps a good pace on the sand. But it is hot in the
open and she is probably a bit stressed and pants;
so after a while we turn back. She definitely
prefers a bit of cover. When we get back to the
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boat she flops on the floor, obviously exhausted. A
few minutes later, a dragon fly comes in and she
immediately gets up to chase it… Still some energy
left for that! She keeps a watch in the cockpit for
the many dragon flies which fly by, some coupled
and mating. With this, she forgets her ordeal on
the beach.
We study the forecast. It looks like we are here till
Wednesday or Thursday, which will give us a
chance for a good walk ashore. May be we can
walk to the Cape or to the opposite shores.

3/1/17 – Foster Inlet

W

e are by ourselves when we wake up
this morning. The fishing boats and
motor-sailor have left. It is a grey day

though.

There is an early call from Wade’s brother Murray
about their Mum’s estate. We are in bed, still
dozing. Wade gets up, puts jocks on and sits on
the settee wrapped up in a blanket, chatting to
him. Then the normal routine begins: feed the
beast, breakfast, check the forecast, sit and read
for a while. We have two days of easterly, then
the breeze goes SE on Thursday, just right for our
dash across Banks Strait. It can be a nasty section.
A huge amount of the waters of Bass Strait gets
channelled with each tidal sequence through a
narrow, shallow passage of about 12 miles
between NE Tasmania and
Clarke Island. The depth in
there varies from 10 or 12m to
50m. The bottom is very
uneven and the quick moving
tidal flow is really strong,
causing angry streaks of white
foam and spume, eddies and
choppy waters, particularly
when wind and tide are
heading in opposite directions.
So it pays to wait for the right
conditions: ebbing stream with westerly winds or
flooding tide with easterlies. I remember hearing
a commentary about Banks Strait from a
fisherman: “So you have crossed Bass Strait
headed for Tassie and think it is all behind you
now, but then you start crossing Banks Strait and
get a slap across the bum just to remind you who
is boss!” So we are always cautious with this
stretch of water.
Today we dinghy ashore at low tide, taking long
pants and walking boots, for a walk to Semaphore
Hill and beyond. There are fields of cattails and no
track but it is not an arduous walk. We thought
Cape Portland would have been interesting to walk
to, but the land is covered in high grass and
somewhat featureless, so we don’t bother. There
are small water holes scattered amongst the
undulating grassland. We admire the hazy views
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towards Cape Barren and Flinders Islands, then
decide to head to some small hills behind our
anchorage, where we can see ruins. We go via the
beach, covered with sea grass and spy some little
birds: on closer inspection they are red-capped
dotterels and some sort of sandpipers – may be
sanderlings. As usual I curse I don’t have the right
lens, but I still manage to take some shots of the
tiny shorebirds with my Tamron – good enough for
identification. I really should carry my bird lens
with me, but the weight of the gear is a deterrent
and my energy level today is rather low. Wade is
not much better with his sore back.
We eventually reach the delapidated stone
buildings. Maybe this area was leased for sheep or
cattle grazing at some stage. We see some very
sturdy fencing with strong cable
and an old race. It is possible
cattle was kept here before it was
declared a convervation area.
A couple of hours later we get
back to the boat, feeling a bit
weary. We have a late lunch then
read for a bit. I am studying the
blog of kayakers across Bass
Strait. It is fascinating to read
about familiar places from their
adventurous viewpoint: Refuge Cove, Hogan, Erith
and Deal Islands, Killiecrankie on Flinders Island.
Such a daring expedition and phenomenal physical
and mental achievement. While I am reading this,
Wade has discovered why the tides on the
Raymarine are so out of whack. We forgot to set
the date! It has defaulted to 21/3/2011! That
might explain why we have had it so wrong these
past few days.
Later on I start a loaf. It is not super sunny and
warm, which would ensure a successful rise, but
we have run out of commercial bread. While the
dough is rising I check my photos. I really should
go back to the beach at low tide with my big lens
tomorrow, in the hope of seeing those dotterels
and sanderlings again. There are beautiful bread
smells coming out of the BBQ oven. It is always so
enticing when we bake on board.
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Wednesday, 4/1/17 – Across Banks Strait

A

s is our routine, we get up, feed the
pussycat who has been demanding
attention for over an hour, check the
forecast, have breakfast. It all looks good for a
departure at 11.00am, just after the tide starts
coming back in.
This gives us time for a quick dinghy trip to the
beach, armed with the bird lens and Bengie on her
lead for a walk. Unfortunately there are no
dotterels or sanderlings to be seen. That would be
right: right lens, wrong day! But Bengie seems to
enjoy her walk at the other end of the beach with
Wade in the mounds of washed up seagrass. The
dinghy trip over was a bit so-so though: she got
splashed by the beam sea and complained – not a
scared meow, a “what’s going on there?” bothered
meow like she often does when one of us sneezes
in the car!
At 11.00am, we set off for our crossing of Banks
Strait. Wade has double reefed the main and put a
few rolls in the jib. We have all three sails out,
pointing high into wind, doing a reasonable job. It
is a lively sail in choppy water, even with wind and
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tide working together.
We see lots of Wilson’s Petrels, pattering on the
surface and a few shearwaters; they are fun to
watch. With the wind from the east and the tide
flooding in, we are heading as far into wind as
possible, to avoid drifting too far west. Initially we
aim for Spike Cove on Clarke Island, then
Preservation Island and finally hope for either Key
Island Bay or Thunder and Lightening Bay on Cape
Barron Island. Key Island Bay wins, a very
acceptable destination given it is one of our all
times favourite anchorages. We anchor in front of
the Bum with a smile on our faces. We named this
rock many years ago for obvious reasons.
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By 2.30 we are settled and feasting on a hot soup
and slice of home made bread to warm up a bit
after the brisk sail. High tide is at 4.00pm. We
consider a wander ashore but in the end we stay
on board reading, looking at photos and preparing
a post about our Banks Strait crossing. We feel a
bit weather beaten… faces red from the sun and
wind. But it feels good to be here. There is no
rush to do anything.
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We will probably try to go for a dive tomorrow
morning at low tide and a walk along the length of
the beach to look for treasures.
The sunset is to die for… one of the many reasons
we love this anchorage! It is a mix of pink, orange
and purple that lasts for ages, intensifying, then
starts softening. But the glow remains with a hint
of red well after dark. And later in the night, the
Milky Way lights up the entire bay.

5/1/17 – Key Island Bay, Cape Barren Island

T

he sky is partly cloudy when we get up.
After our usual routine of checking the
weather, feeding Bengie and having
breakfast, we move the boat to the small hole
behind Key Island as we want to go for a dive. It
means braving the 130 water, but hopefully the
rewards are abalones and some nice underwater
images! We drop the pick on the turquoise sand
patch in the middle of bright green sea grass. The
water is so clear that you can just about sea the
abs from the boat, especially when the sun shines.
We have to empty the entire toy cupboard to get
to the Power Snorkel. Kayaks, kite surf, generator,
spinnaker all end up in the cockpit to gain access
to the dive gear! Then start the process of getting
the Power Snorkel and ouselves ready. It is such a
struggle to get into the wetsuit, booties, gloves,
then put on the weight belt, fins and regulator.
“My god I am going to sink to
the bottom before I am
ready!” I shout to Wade. But
once in, it is all fine. We don’t
have far to go to see our first
“size” abalone. It is the green
lip variety, our favourite. We
have given ourselves a limit:
four only, which will be plenty
for a couple of feeds.
We get our four abs pretty
quickly and then spend our
time looking around. It is not
as colourful as a tropical reef, but still
interesting with fish such as morwong,
wrasse, leatherjacket, old wife abundant.
After about an hour we got out, not
feeling cold at all, just having seen
enough. After extricating ourselves from
our gear, we moved the boat back to our
anchorage near The Bum, as we know
from experience that the dive spot is
more exposed to the wind and the chain
can wrap itself around rocks.
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We then proceed to shucking and cleaning the abs,
re-charging the hooker battery, restoring some
order to the cabin and cockpit. Diving is such a
rigmarole; snorkeling is easier.
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We rest for a while, grab some lunch, then go for a
walk along the beach and among the granite
boulders. There are lots of shells on the beach, in
particular black lip abalones, which is odd because
all we could see on the dive were green lip
abalones.

Apart from the colour of the lips, the shells are
also different with rusty-orangy colouring on the
back of the shells and bright blue and green
mother of pearl inside for the black lips, whereas
the green lips are much lighter grey outer shell and
paler mother of pearl inside. Wadie starts a
collection of different size shells that gradually
become smaller, like a Russian nesting dolls set.
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When we get back from the walk we spend the
rest of the afternoon reading quietly, enjoying the
tranquility of this anchorage. Dinner is tasty: abs
lightly fried in different spices and mango for
desert. We pan fry the abs in lemon and ginger,
sweet chilly, lemon and garlic. This has been a
nice, varied and productive day. I try to ring my
Dad on Skype to share some of our adventures
with him, but all I get is the answering service.
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5/1/17 – Key Island Bay, Cape Barren Island

W

e are debating whether to stay here
another day or move. Planning your
route is a bit like looking for port and
starboard markers in a channel. You can’t look too
far ahead – you look for the closest, then as you
reach it you look for the next. Jumping ahead too
early is courting disaster. With the weather
forecasts changing quickly, we seem to need to do
the same: plan for the next day, not three ahead!
We thought we might go to the western side of
Preservation Island today, then Rebecca on Clarke
Island while it is NE to E, for a change of scenery,
and we would like to see Moriarty the day after,
also on Clarke and sheltered from the west wind
which is forecast. But that is jumping ahead. It is
unclear when exactly the westerly change is
coming, at night or during daylight.
We might have to wait for the next forecast, as
when the westerly comes it will blow hard and we
should move to Moriarty Bay in daylight. We do
not want to shuffle in the dark in strong wind,
edging Banks Strait, in an area of strong currents,
not to mention a new spot we have never been to
before.
For the second night in a row we have had clear
skies at night and a beautiful Milky Way spanning
the beach. I
really should
go ashore in
the dinghy
and set myself
up on the
sand with the
tripod to get
some shots.
Maybe
tonight!
We do a
round of
washing:
Tshirts, shorts
and knickers.
We really
should do the
sheets and
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towels, but that might have to wait till Whitemark
and the hotel laundry facilities. This little exercise
occupies an hour or two.
We hear from the catamaran “Purrfection” which
the AIS shows was anchored in Thunder and
Lightening the day before. We met them last year
at Iluka. They are just as anti-social as us and
prefer to be on their own obviously. We can
understand that! They call on the radio to say
hello; they are using our shortlist of anchorages
published in Multihull World and are now off to
Spikes Cove, another anchorage we mentioned in
the article. We tell them our intentions: Rebecca
and Moriarty, neither of which we have been to
before and thus are keen to explore.
It is noon by the time the laundry chores are done.
Time to go for a walk ashore. It is a lot windier
than we expected with the sand being whipped
up. This time we walk to the Thunder and
Lightening end of the beach.
We enjoy the sunshine. Wade does a bit of hand
sanding in the late afternoon and I just sit on the
sugar scoops, gazing at our surroundings and
thinking about how lucky we are to enjoy this on
our own.

Saturday 7/1/17 – To Rebecca Bay, Clarke Island

J

ust before 10.00am we up anchor and sail off,
without using the engines, a favourite way to
head off quietly to our next anchorage south
of here: Rebecca Bay on Clarke Island. It is a slow
start out of Key Island Bay, but as soon as we are
past its entrance rocks, the breeze picks up as well
as the tidal current. Working the tides around
these islands allows you to pick up a couple of
knots’ speed and we are happily going at over 9
knots most of the way. It is smooth, flat water and
really pleasant.
As we pass Spike Cove, there is no sight of
“Purrfection” the cat which is exploring the area.
They must have moved on to Rebecca Bay. And
sure enough as we round the granite boulders
edging the bay, there are there. It is 11.30am
when we are anchored.

Where we thought some of the granite
tors at Spike Cove looked a bit Easter
Islandish, it is even more the case at
Rebecca Bay. It is beautiful: vertical
columns tinged with orange lichen
standing tall, on the edge of the sandy
beach. There is a bit of swell and waves
are breaking. We will be getting wet if
we try and land the dinghy. Bengie
might get a reprieve and avoid a walk
ashore.
After saying hello to the guys and
chatting over muffins on their cat, we do go ashore
by ourselves and land the dinghy at the end of the
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beach where it is easier. In the process, we
discover a great spot to come back to for a snorkel.
We let the guys from Purrfection, Ian and Wendie,
know what we are doing and they too decide to
come snorkeling. It is beautiful amongst the rocks,
with lots of different kelp and with the sun on the
water everything looks bright and colourful. We
see a few very large black rays, one in particular
spooks up. We would not want to get in its way!
We also see the most interesting little fish; it is odd
in shape with litte horns everywhere and great
marking like a zebra that help it blend in well
amongst the kelp. We later find it is an Ornate
Cowfish, whose flesh is poisonous. Wade grabs
the camera and pursues the little fish which does
not swim particularly well. He gets some great
shots! We also see a band of baby squids,
hovering above a sandy patch.
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We are in the water for ages. When we get out we
feel a little like dizzy drunks. This was such an
interesting snorkel. The two catamarans look
good, close to the shores as we walk out of the
water on the beach. Wade a has caught three
greenlip abs and store them in his catch bag. He
also took the spear gun, but we did not see any big
fish. Ian and Wendie have never tasted abalone
before. So we can give them a taste.
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We invite them on board for sundowners. They
bring some squid they had caught the day before
and a bottle of bubbly! Perfect appetisers! We
spend a few hours together chatting about all sorts
of things. A very pleasant evening for two couples
normally protective or their space and privacy.

8/1/17 – To Moriarty Bay, Clarke Island

O

vernight the wind has shifted to the NW,
making the anchorage less rolly. It was
not a comfortable night though since I
was struck with such a big hypo that I did not even
have the energy to get up to get some food in me,
and needed to wake up Wade. Three peanut
butter sandwiches later, that was better but then
some gut upset followed and the feeling I might
get nauseous with the movement of the boat!
Anyway, all was fine by morning. However the
wind picked up quickly, with a threatening sky.
Purrfection started the exodus by 8.30, coming
over to say goodbye. There are off somewhere
along the Cape Barren Island coast. We did not
take long to move on; an hour later we had upped
anchor and under a rolled up jib got out of
Rebecca Bay, rounded South Head and Moriarty
Point at the southern end of Clarke Island in strong
currents, eddies and overfalls, then turned into
Moriarty Bay. It was not quiet in the bay, but as
the wind turned further to the west, it improved
with the swell smoothing out.
Although nowhere near as scenic at Rebecca, in
fact a little boring, this anchorage will do for a day
or two. There are miles of white sandy beach and
dunes but none of the amazing granite tors we
have become accustomed to.
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We see Mt Kershaw in the distance on Cape
Barren Island, looking threatening with storm
clouds looming over it. The sun comes out in the
afternoon, but it is very windy – 30 knots+ and
hazy in the distance. We could probably land the
dinghy in the corner of the beach without getting
wet, but with so much wind, the trip to shore
would not be pleasant. So we stay on board. We
publish a post on the website. The underwater
photos look nice, especially the little Ornate
Cowfish Wade took. Wade tries fishing. I start a
new loaf of bread, we read, and the afternoon
passes pleasantly; it is a quiet day after the height
of activity yesterday.
Bengie slept all day so by Second Breakfast time,
we play with her with a cable tie attached to
fishing line to make her run around and jump in
the cockpit – a bit of exercise. May be we will be
able to take her for a walk ashore tomorrow! I try
skyping Véro as today is her birthday. But the
internet is very intermittent and after multiple
calls with poor connections we give up. At least
she knows we are thinking of her.

9/1/17 – To Moriarty Bay, Clarke Island

A

fter a slow start, we take Bengie for a walk
ashore. She is all claws as we get her into
the dinghy, but settles down once we
motor away from the big boat. Then once on the
beach she trots well. She is keen to go among the
spinnifex, preferring to be under cover than out in
the open. We walk a fair distance; after a while
she sits under a bush for a rest. She is not panting
nor stressed like she was last time. We head back
to the dinghy and she does not try to escape while
we pull it back into the water. She must know we
are going ‘home’. We drop her off on Take It Easy
and quickly head out again, this time for a long
walk without our pussycat.
We are searching for treasures as usual and find
two floats and a good clip. Further on, we come
across what we were hoping for: a freshwater
stream. It is slightly briny but for camp showers
and laundry it will be fine. So we walk all the way
back to the boat to fetch our jerrycans. We have
walked for miles. When we reach Take It Easy,
Bengie greets us with loud happy miaws. She is at
the helm seat and her howls and miaws seem to
say “I thought you had abandonned me, but you
are back! I am so glad!” We get lots of cuddles,
head buts and tail caresses. Then we get ready to
go again, armed with our four jerrycans and a
shower bag. Where the stream is, the surf is
breaking and we know we will get very wet. So for
this third dinghy trip we are in bathers.
The landing ashore is surprisingly excellent, no
drama. We walk to the stream with our empty
containers. The walk back with the full jerrycans is
much harder. Wade carries two at a time in
several stages. I carry the shower bag and that is
enough for my back! The fun really starts once we
try moving the dinghy back in the water with an
extra 105 litres of water! We make several
attempts with all the jerrycans in, then with just
half, but the wheels get bogged and we can’t
budge Peasy. So it is obvious we need to start the
engine and take the dinghy past the breaking
waves without the load. I then hold Peasy facing
into the swell with water to my chest, while Wade
fetches two jerrycans at a time and throw them in
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the floating dinghy. It is hard to stop Peasy from
drifting off and I keep sliding sideways with it, but
we eventually manage to load it, climb back in and
motor off. Phew! We again get greeted with
enthusiasm and joy by our ship’s cat.
We now have enough water to wash our sheets,
which we tackle next. The things we do for a nice
clean bed! With the wind it all dries quickly inside
the cockpit.
The wind is now blowing from the NW so we have
no internet. To add to this, my iphone has given
up the ghost for some reason. After I answered a
few Wordpress comments the battery was
flattened. I recharged it but now it refuses to
display any icon. I get the “black screen of death”.
No amount of switching the thing off and on
makes any difference. And I can no longer get
emails or internet on the laptop… too weak a
signal on the Telstra hub. We are officially off the
grid for a few days and it is quite likely I will need a
new mobile when I get back to work!
With the wind strengthening again over the next
two or three days, we are stuck here. Well
sheltered, but not the most interesting anchorage!
We briefly consider moving this afternoon, but in
the end opt to stay put here.
We will see how we can occupy ourselves: some
reading, maybe I can work on my Bass Strait book
and can think of a couple of articles for the
yachting magazines.
The late afternoon forecast has changed a little
with lighter winds – around 20 knots instead of 30,
so after all that, we may have the opportunity to
escape with the ebbing tide after 10.00am
tomorrow, and head off to Jamieson Bay on Cape
Barren Island’s SE coast. It would be nice.
Jamieson is so much more scenic with its granite
boulders and it offers more to do.
Wadie is my hero! He has managed to reset my
iphone. I thought I had well and truly broken it.
Note to self: to reset press the on/off and home
buttons together for ages, till the apple icon
appears. Now I know!
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10/1/17 – To Jamieson Bay, Cape Barren Island

I

t roared all night and this morning the wind is
blowing at about 18 to 20 knots. The forecast
is the same as last night, so we wait until the
change of tide at 10.00am to weigh anchor. With
wind and tide working together we should be able
to make a safe downwind run to Jamieson Bay on
Cape Barren Island.
By 9.00 we have had breakfast, Wade has lifted
Peasy on the davits and the boat is ready, with
anything that can fly put away. Our plan is to
initially hug the eastern shores of Clarke, in the lee
of the island, then once we have a clear run to
Cape Barren Island, turn downwind and run with
it. There is an area of strong currents as we cross
the Armstrong Channel between the two islands,
but with the tide ebbing and thus going east, we
should be right.
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The 16 mile passage takes two hours. It is a wild
and exhilerating ride. On the rolled up jib alone,
our speed peaks at 13.5knots with 30 knot
apparent wind, thus about 43.5 true wind! Most
of the trip thank goodness is a little more sedate,
although still about 30 knots true and 8 to 10 knots
speed. Once we sail along Cape Barren and
approach Jamieson, the wind drops and we feel
like we are crawling.

We grab some lunch and by 2.00pm it is low tide,
so we go for a snorkel. We have had enough
abalones for a while and don’t bother taking the
ab knives, but Wade takes his speargun in the
hope of catching a big fish. There is more fish here
than at Rebecca or Key Island Bays. We see lots of
leather jackets (yellow finned ones and yellow
striped), wrasses, zebra fish, a medium size
stingray.

We anchor right in the curl of the beach at the
western end. We have the bay to ourselves. It is
scenic, just as we remember it. We will be here for
a few days and between fishing, beach walks and
snorkeling amongst the rocks, we will have plenty
to entertain ourselves. There is only one
drawback: no internet/email whatsoever. Internet
detox coming up!
Not long after we have settled, “Purrfection”
appears. They must have looked at the eastern
shores and decided it is quieter here. We say hello
on the radio, but otherwise keep to ourselves.
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For ages I observed a long-snouted boarfish, while
Wadie speared a banded morwong. I did not see
him catch it. But all of a sudden my dive buddy
was gone, leaving me alone. Afterwards he told
me he did not want to attract a shark with his
bloody fish and quickly finned back to the shore to
dispose of it, then came back. We again saw a
little ornate cowfish. I did not manage to get a
good picture, but I really like these. Wadie could
not help himself and captured it in his gloved
hands. “Ready?” he asks, as he slowly opens his
hands. They really don’t swim too well. I grabbed
the shot when he let it go altogether and the little
fish rushed off in a hasty wiggle. It was quite
funny. As usual I took a few underwater photos
and had lots of fun.

Back on board, Wadie filleted the morwong
instead of keeping it whole for baking, because he
found it rather hard to scale. There is a lot of fish
there anyway, and Bengie got a few raw slivers
which appeared to be to her liking.
Late in the afternoon a fishing boat anchors behind
us. The wind seems to have eased. The roar is
gone and we are floating gently in the sunshine.
However we are swinging in all directions, one
minute facing the beach, the next the rocks, or the
other side of the bay. It is odd. The dinghy floats
around, sometimes bumping into Take It Easy. In
the end Wade lifts it out of the water so the rope
does not get tangled in the rudders or the anchor
chain!
I download our photos of the day from the Canon
camera for the passage from Moriarty Bay and
from the Olympus for the underwater images.
There are a few good ones. The sea looks rough;
for once the white caps and breaking waves are
obvious. Too often the sea looks flat as a tack in
photos, even if there are waves and swell. But this
time it is evident it is blowing hard. As for the
snorkeling images, there are a few keepers,
particularly the boarfish.
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Dinner is tasty: we bake the morwong fillets
wrapped in alfoil with lime, lemon grass and
ginger, with a potato salad on the side. Yummy!
This was another very successful day: a great sail in
strong conditions completed without scaring
ourselves, a lovely snorkel and a free and tasty
feed. What more could we ask for?
Late in the evening the wind picks up from the
west, and the howling returns with a vengeance.
Just as well the dinghy is out of the water!

Black stingray

Boarfish

Leather Jacket
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Ornate Cowfish

11/1/17 – Jamieson Bay, Cape Barren Island

N

ot much sleep last night! We woke up at
midnight from the howling wind and
strong yanks at the chain. There were
odd taps and knocks with the strongest gusts and
we felt the bows rearing. The wind roared, then
died to nothing, only to build up again to 35-40
knots a few seconds later. It is hard to fall asleep
again in these conditions. Every creak and bang is
amplified in the night, every unusual noise a
source of uneasyness. I always find it interesting
how attuned to the boat we are and how ‘normal’
sounds are easily dismissed or ignored, whereas
anything unusual gets heightened attention. Our
mind works at solving the question “what’s that
noise?” If we figure out what it is and if it is not
too annoying, it is soon ignored, but anything else
warrants an investigation, torch in hand.
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In the morning, there is no reprieve. We occupy
ourselves on board. Wade fiddles with the rain
collection gutter which needed a new press stud.
He transfers petrol from one of the hard to get
small jerrycans to the tanks. We realise we have
hardly used any fuel since Three Hummock Island.
Then there is the reconstruction of a decent camp
shower out of the various ripped ones. They don’t
last very long on board, breaking at the handle
from the weight of the water! What else? He
loads the GRIB file viewer on the Raymarine so we
can get the weather maps, but since we haven’t
got internet here, we can’t test it. As for me, I
draft a post, go through all the photos of the last
two days and make a selection. We will see if we
can upload this to our website when we move to
the other end of the bay in a couple of days.

12/1/17 – Jamieson Bay, Cape Barren Island

N

ot quite as windy today, although we see
a few spindrifts swirling across the bay!
We are here for a few more days and will
alternate between one end of the bay and the
other. We will move to the other end tomorrow
when the wind shifts briefly to the NE, but then is
back from the west in the evening, and on
Saturday is forecast to blow at 40 knots!
After breakfast we make two dinghy trips ashore,
one to take Bengie for a walk – she seems more
confident in the dinghy, and walks well, enjoying
sniffing around, although climbing the dune baffles
her as she creates sand slides. The other walk is to
go for a wander by ourselves. The orange granite
boulders are spectacular and the boat looks good
framed by them in the anchorage. The walk along
the beach is good fun: lots of shells. We pick up a
few cowries, discover the nest of a hooded plover
with three little speckled eggs in a sand scrape,
and the left overs of a huge crayfish. Wade checks
the middle rocks as a possible anchorage point,
but sandbanks make it unsuitable. On the return
trip we meet up with Ian and Wendie from
Purrfection who are starting their walk as we finish
ours. We agree to meet for a snorkel at low tide in
the afternoon.
By 3pm we are in the water. I initially have eight
lead bars of 400 grams each in my weight belt, as I
thought that I was too floaty with only six last
time, but as I paddle
out I am struggling
to stay afloat. It is
fine for diving, in
fact I use nine bars
for diving, but for
snorkeling and the
odd duck dive it is
too much. So I go
back to the dinghy
and drop two of
them off. The
paddle back out is
much more
comfortable.
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We see lots of fish again: the blue leather jackets
are surprisingly tame and let me get very close to
photograph them. There are some trout looking
fishes and darters, and I spot a little cowfish again.
Wade spears one of the trout, so that’s dinner
taken care of. There is a fair amount of current
past the big rocks and lots of fish seem to
congregate in a little valley along a rock wall. It is
pretty, but you drift along rather quickly. I do a
couple of passes there as the light on the kelp and
seagrass is nice and the fish really stand out.
However the swim back against the current is a bit
hard. We don’t stay out all that long; nevertheless
it is another fruitful snorkel. As we get back to
shore the water feels very warm… Well it is all
relative: 140 rather than 11 or 12. We had fun and
so did Wendie and Ian.
We invite the guys back for sundowners. This
gives us just enough time to put away the
snorkeling gear, have a shower, hang the wetsuits
and check the photos. We spend a few hours
chatting about how we got our respective boats,
reef trips and funny experiences. The time goes
quikly and very pleasantly. They go back to their
boat at about 7.30pm. We then have our fish for
dinner. The wind has dropped right down and it is
a much calmer evening with clear skies and a near
full moon.

13/1/17 – Jamieson Bay

I

t is very grey when we get up and the cloud
base is low. We have been stern to the little
side beach since 1 or 2am. It is a bit bouncy.
The HF forecast is just about impossible to hear.
But we know the wind is going to go NE then turn
back in the afternoon to the west. There is 90%
chance of rain. So before we even have breakfast,
Wade brings the dinghy right up on the davits, we
put the rain covers on and motor across to the
other end of the beach. We have enough internet
coverage to check our emails, the long range
forecast and to publish a post, although it is a
frustratingly slow process, a bit like dial up.

The photos take for ever to load and fail several
times. I even consider putting the text alone, but
the images are what appeal most to people, so I
persevere. Finally the post is published and we get
a few comments and likes. Two hours later the
wind has picked up to 25 knots. We don’t stay at
this end of the beach for long and return to our
“hole”.
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It rains lightly all afternoon. Already we have
collected 50 litres which replenish our tanks. It is a
good thing as we were running a bit low. We filter
the rainwater twice, first as it goes from the gutter
into the jerrycan, then again as it goes into the
tanks, since with all the fires that have happened
on the island, the wind has carried a lot of ash on
the decks and roof.
It is muggy, soggy, grey and a bit boring. We
spend the day reading, playing games, with the
odd nap in between. Bengie is in a playful mood
though, and does spectacular jumps as she runs
after a cable tie on a fishing line. The things we do
to entertain our ship’s cat and ourselves! In the
evening the
wind
strengthens
and we see
frequent
gusts of 35
knots, with
water being
whipped up
the surface
and flying
through the
air. With 50m
of chain out,
at least the
long strong
pulls are a
little less
jerky. The sky
is less cloudy with the sunshine poking through
from time to time, making the orange lichen on
the tall granite tors shine. Even on a bad day, this
place is photogenic. The sunset light is really
special with pink whispy clouds.
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Saturday 14/1/17 – Jamieson Bay in 60 knots!

D

uring the early morning, the wind is
picking up and up, steadily in the mid to
high 30s. Then it really blows: 40, 50, 56,
60! The bay is a sea of white angry plumes of
spray. It looks like
a snow blizzard.
The shrieking
through the
rigging, the
tugging at the
anchor and its 50
meters of chain,
the wind
generator
sounding like a
truck revving its
engine… It is
spectacularly
furious.
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As I peek through the side of the boat my glasses
get blown off my face, never to be seen again. I
see a big willy willy coming up and turn away.
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The spectacular turns to ugly when one of the
blades from the wind generator gets torn off, then
another, and the whole thing now unbalanced
sends fierce shakes through the boat. The pole
and struts supporting the turbine are wobbling
violently and uncontrollably, making a horrible
jackhammer racket, threatening to tear the whole
thing off the sugar scoop and frame it is affixed to.
It takes us 1 ½ hour to secure the last broken
blade, stop it from whizzing around and tie the
pole and struts down to stop them from wobbling.
It is hard enough to lock the blades in calm
conditions, but try getting a loop up the blade
when it is blowing at over 50 knots and you get the
picture! At one stage I am so nervous I can’t
remember how to tie a bowline knot - blank mind and Wade is perched up on the frame with only a
wobbly pole to hang onto, while trying to get a
rope up and over the turbine with a broom! Crazy
stuff!
We do it in stages. First we get the tail of the
Ampair into wind and held in that position with
our two mooring hooks taped together for greater
length and attached to the rigging. Second, we
secure the pole with multiple ropes to minimise
the wobbling. Third, we try and get the loop we
keep on the pole to lock the last blade in place so
it can’t whizz around. This involves getting the
rope over the turbine to pull the loop up. Wade
tries to bring the rope up with the broom to reach
up high while catching the rope in the bristles. In
the howling wind, the broom is too hard to keep
steady. He then tries doing this with something
stiffer – the Hawaian sling with barbs at one end to
keep hold of the rope. It finally works!
Things are a bit more under control now. We
survey the damage. There is a nasty crack along
the frame where the struts attach, and the dinghy
and the solar cells. Every gust that makes the pole
and strut wobble opens up the crack. We will
need to get that entire frame remade when we get
back. But for now, Wade cuts some lengths of
wood and bolts them on either side of the frame
to strengthen that. Now at least it is more stable.
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I am very proud of resourceful and calm in a crisis
Wadie. All we can say is thank god it happened in
daylight!
Poor Bengie in the midst of this was in the saloon
when it all happened. After the second blade
broke off and I came inside the cabin, I saw her
face with eyes like saucers and ears at a funny
angle, scared by the deafening noises. After that
she disappeared in the spare cabin, hid under the
doona, and went to sleep. She made her
appearance in the late afternoon at her usual
second breakfast time.
It continues blowing hard all afternoon. It was 56
knots just before all hell broke loose, and Ian tells
us he saw over 60 on his wind instrument. It was
46 knots by 4pm.

coming towards the boat and thinking: “oh shit,
it’s coming at us; put the camera away and hang
on!” The next thing I am turning towards the
stern, getting sprayed, and then there is a loud
noise and I see this black shape spinning away
then another, and the huge jack hammer noise
starting. And then I remember taking shelter in
the cockpit, telling Wade “we’ve just lost the
Ampair blades” and him yelling “come inside, it’s
not safe!”
So after all this, I reckon it is not the Ampair failing
in too strong a wind, but the strength of the willy
willy that ripped things in its path. But Wadie
thinks the pole was never stiff enough and had
noticed a few weeks ago a small crack in the frame
where the struts attach. As soon as he saw that,
we should have done what we did after the event:
clamp the frame with the two strips of wood and
stabilise the pole with extra ropes. So the
additional flex in the pole in the high winds, the
weakness in the frame and the willy willy would
have all contributed to the break.
There are a few lessons here. If you notice
something wrong, figure out the cause and take
action to minimise risk. If you know a storm is
coming, “park” the blades, just in case. Remember
the warning “winds can be 40% stronger than
forecast.” In this case the forecast was for 40 knot
gusts. We got 60 knots, 50% higher. It could have
been worse.

When we reflect on the day’s events, we are lucky
all we lost were a few blades. I remember thinking
while we were trying to reach the Ampair tail to
stop the spinning and wobbling: “ all we need now
is to start dragging the anchor.” I kept looking at
the furious state of the sea, feeling the fierce gusts
and watching the spindrifts. It would be even
uglier out there in Banks Strait.
We try and make sense of what happened. One
thing I keep thinking about is the sequence of
events before I saw the blades being torn off. I
went out of the cockpit and stood on the side to
look towards Purrfection and took a few photos. It
was really spectacular. Then I looked towards the
bows. A lot of water was being picked up by the
gusts in the distance near the rocks. Then it
quickly formed into a willy willy. I remember it
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Whatever we do with the frame on our return –
strengthening or replacement, we need that wind
generator pole to be more stable through a better
strutt system!

Sunday 15/1/17 – Jamieson Bay (6th day)

T

he howling has reduced – 15 to 25 knots –
with calm periods. The sun is out, but we
now have a southerly swell coming into the
bay. The forecast is for continued W and NW
winds till Tuesday, with a SE change on
Wednesday. That means we will have had 12 days
of persistent strong westerlies since first arriving at
Moriarty Bay.
The boat is covered with ash from the fires. No
point cleaning this up now. We will just have to
wash the boat down once we get underway again.
By about noon it is high tide and we take Bengie
ashore for a walk. This is her best walk yet: long
wander, lots of sniffing around, a few little gallops,
keen to keep going, she even goes on the granite
slabs. And the dinghy ride is good too, quite
confident. We are very pleased with her progress.
We drop her back at the boat and instead of going
back for a walk ourselves, we go and visit Ian and
Wendie on Purrfection. We chat over brewed
coffee and cake. It’s funny, Wendie said she saw
one of the blades go, but thought it was a flying
fish!
Back on board a couple of hours later, we read,
then I make a loaf of bread. Pretty soon, the
afternoon is gone.
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16/1/17 – Jamieson Bay

S

till windy! There is swell breaking heavily
and feathering on the main beach, looking
quite impressive, but the little side cove is

calm.

We check the forecast, for ever hopeful of a
change. But we are here for another night at least.
On Tuesday though it is much lighter – West at 10
to 15 going SW in the late evening. We would like
to use the light conditions to investigate the
eastern shores of Cape Barren Island. We need a
spot protected from the westerlies, but also giving
shelter in a SE so we don’t have to move in the
dark. We will go and see whether the entrance to
Thirsty Lagoon or the river mouth further north
are suitable in a SE. If they are, we will anchor
there for the night, otherwise we will come back to
Jamieson, mark the anchorage point at the eastern
end of the bay, so we can shuffle there during the
night from our little cove if it becomes untainable
when the wind shifts.
So we have a plan for tomorrow. Now let’s turn to
today. While waiting for high tide we discuss ideas
for articles in Australian Multihull and Cruising
Helmsman. We have come up with a few: the first
one about our mishap in the storm and the lessons
learnt, the second one about handy things for
remote cruising, a third about transitioning to life
aboard, and the fourth about the Hunter Group.
Get to work woman! Suddenly our attention shifts
to a 40 ft yacht which has come in to the bay and
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sneaks in between us and the rocks… Surprising
and silly move, as there is no space to swing.
Wade gets out on deck like a jack in a box and yells
out “we’ve got 50m of chain out and so have
they”, pointing to Purrfection, “just so you know!”

“Thanks mate”, comes the response from Blue
Chip and the new comers turn tail and go and
anchor way out along the beach. “Pissy little
plough” says Wade as he watches them anchor
through the binoculars. That was a bit of
excitement for the day! On closer inspection they
look like a racing yacht with very light tackle,
hence the plough and rope but no chain. We
remember another racing yacht, Big Red, left
unattended and drifting towards the rocks at Deal
Island a few years ago. Best if they keep a long way
away from us two cats!
We wait till about 1.30pm to dinghy ashore. The
tide is high then and it is easier to drag the dinghy
out of the water. But the engine stalls and we can’t
start it again. As we have Bengie with us and there
is a bit of swell, Wade rows us back to Take It Easy,
we drop her off, then realise what was stopping
the engine. We head back ashore on our own.
Wade is keen to walk on the boulders at the
entrance of the bay so we head out, rock hopping
through huge orange granite slabs. It is
spectacular and I wish I had brought my camera!

We go for ages, pursued by a couple of sooty
oystercatchers whose territory we are obviously
invading. The male in particular is very vocal and
flies over us in circles. His mate seems a little less
perturbed. The views out to sea and along the
coast are amazing.
We get back to TIE then take Bengie for her walk.
She is fine on the dinghy and starts the walk
confidently, with fine gallops and happy little
miaws, but then she stops in the shade of a bush
for a rest. She does not seem interested in
continuing, so we head back to the dinghy and
Wade carries her a few times. As we get to Peasy
she continues on, sniffing around. We get to a
spot near the start of the big boulders and she
growls. May be there is a penguin hidden under
there.
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We head back and that is it for her little outing.
Just as we get on board TIE, Ian turns up, ready to
take Wade fishing. He has already caught a couple
of squids. Let’s hope Wadie comes back with a
feed! I stay on board, preferring to go and sit in
the nets in the sunshine… first time in six weeks! It
says a lot about how windy it has been. Even
today it is a bit breezy, but still fine and a pleasant
spot to write the journal. It would be nice to bring
Ann and Greg to this anchorage, but we have
already spent a lot of time here, so maybe not.
Badger Island, Roydon Island, and Babel would be
scenic too, with snorkeling a possibility. We will
see what they would like to do and what the
weather allows. Wadie finally gets back on board
with a beautiful feed of squid. We have half of it
tonight with a salad of sprouts and mung beans.

Tuesday 17/1/17 – Jamieson Bay (8th day)

E

very forecast puts the SE change further out
of reach. We though we’d investigate the
east coast of Cape Barren today in
preparation for a departure on Wednesday.
However the SE is now happening Thursday and
we have another strong wind warning today and
tomorrow! This is really testing our patience, not
to mention our water and food supplies!
Our water tanks are running down and we are now
praying for rain to top them up. Our fresh food
supplies are also running low. Our last shop was at
Bridport, three weeks ago. We have run out of
fruit and vegs as well as staples like tea, coffee,
cereals. It is lucky Wade is catching fish and squid
and the sprouter provides somes greens,
otherwise we have to resort to tinned or frozen
food. We really need to get to Whitemark, the
only spot for groceries in the Furneaux Group. But
as with everything on a boat, it is hard to organise:
you need a SE to get there, and you have to work
the tides, since although there is a jetty with a
deep hole to float in, when the tide is low you
cannot get in or out due to extensive shoals which
go out for miles all along those shores.
And we are low on communication too: no
internet, no phone, no radio. We even motored to
the other side of the bay in the hope of picking up
emails and messages, but it was to no avail.
We are a little bored
now, and itching to get
moving again, but not
to the point, like
Purrfection, of taking
off against wind and
tide and having no good
spot to hide from the
strong westerly
tomorrow. Wombat
Point in the Armstrong
Channel is not much
good in strong winds,
nor is Preservation
Island.
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Ian and Wendie left Jamieson this morning.
Boredom and a feeling they are not seeing
anything has got the better of them. They have
bigger engines than we have though. We could
not go against 25 knots of wind and 3 knots of
contrary current. It would be hopelessly slow. I
guess we know the islands well, whereas it is their
first time and they are nearing the end of their
time off.
For us the only concern is to be in a position to
pick up Greg and Ann with a provisioned boat in six
days! It is playing on our mind a bit.
As soon as we have communication again, we
need to ring Ann for a catch up. If we manage to
provision the boat beforehand, it might be easier
for them to be driven to Trousers Point rather than
Lady Barron. We will see, and we won’t know till
the day before their arrival really. They should
also bring enough clothes to last for the duration
of their stay rather than count on doing some
laundry half way through as we first talked about.
Water is scarce.
We dignhy ashore for a leg stretch. It is odd to be
on our own in the bay. We think back at the storm
day. Another boat could not have done a great
deal to help, but somehow it was comforting to
have company and someone to talk to after all was
sorted.

18/1/17 – Jamieson Bay (9th day)

W

ith the forecast remaining unchanged,
we are here today with a strong wind
warning, but we will be able to leave
tomorrow. However it will not be as early as we
wanted to, since we need to work with the tides:
about 10.30 or 11.00, so we get to the Narrows at
the start of the flood tide. This is a particularly
nasty little passage: a short cut into Kent Bay and
the Armstrong Channel, where the water runs at
up to 6 knots! We remember trying to go through
with Medina at the wrong time and feeling very
vulnerable without much control over direction as
we were inching our way through the narrow
stretch in between the rocks. We don’t need that
experience repeated!
Leaving later will probably mean we won’t get to
Trousers Point with the tide all the way, and it may
take a while to get there, but that does not matter.
We know the point and the two bays on either
side well enough to get there in the dark if need
be.
The day is spent doing very little. It is very windy
but sunny. We read, sit in the sunshine. We even
motor to the other side of the bay to see if we
have internet and communication, which seems
affected by the amount of cloud cover. Clear sky,
and we get nothing, cloudy sky and we get some
service. But it is to no avail. We talk through the
options for picking up food, and our friends.
Ideally we would like the boat provisioned before
the guys arrive and we would like to be anchored
at either Trousers Point or Fotheringate Bay so
their taxi drops them off on either beach! If that is
not possible, we might see if the driver is prepared
to do a food shuffle with us. At worse, we will
make do with what is on board for a few day until
we can get to Whitemark!
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Before dark the SE sets in and our spot is totally
exposed in these conditions, so we head off to the
other end of the beach again. When we get there,
there is a fair amount of swell, making the
anchorage uncomfortable. I am feeling dodgy and
we go to bed at about 10.00, yet can’t sleep with
the noise of water rushing under the bridge deck
and chaotic movement in the swell. Wade keeps
checking our position and depth. It is all good and
not dangerous, just very rock and rolly. I am
concerned that some rogue wave might break on
us, but with over 5m of water it is unlikely.
At 1.00am we are both still awake. We decide that
if we can’t sleep, we might as well sail out of
Jamieson and head for Trousers Point, or at least
Key Island Bay. So we rug up and head out,
thinking the sea will be calmer than next to the
breaking waves along the beach… Not so!

Thursday 19/1/17 – to Fotheringate Bay

W

hen we head out at 1.00am, the sky
and ocean are lit up with a bright half
moon and many stars. We are hoping
the swell will smooth out ouside the bay, but in
fact it gets worse and is uncomfortable, coming on
our beam. We have decided not to take the
shortcut at the Armstrong Channel as going
through the shallows at night is asking for trouble.
Instead we retrace our path from two weeks ago,
in between the shoals at Moriarty Bay, then
around the very bottom of Clarke Island. By the
time we leave the Cape
Barren Island shores and
have reached the islets of
Forsyth and Passage, I have
succombed to violent sea
sickness. I spend the time
with my head in the kitchen
sink or lying down on the
couch. It is particularly
rough around Moriarty and
the Cape, with overfalls,
heavy chop, current and
swell, and we are taking
green waves over the deck.
Once on the western side of
the island things improve.
We are then sailing downwind and the motion is
much smoother. It takes another couple of hours
to cover the distance. Wade takes us into Key
Island Bay for a rest, as after passing Preservation
Island we have the tide against us. We have gone
from 8 knots’ speed to 4. The pause in flat water is
welcome and we post on our website to give
people sign of life at last. It is obvious friends and
family had been wondering about our silence as
relieved comments come back quickly.
Later in the morning we hear from Purrfection.
They are anchored in the next bay – Thunder and
Lightening. They too have had some troubles: a
broken cable to one of their wheels. At least they
have two and can operate using one wheel. Their
intention is to sail to Badger Island then Deal.
They are starting their homeward bound passage.
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At 11.30, Wade puts two reefs in the main and we
get ready to go again, hoping to get to Whitemark
for a big shop, then back down to Fotheringate Bay
for the night. With 20 knot winds and rain forecast
for tomorrow, it will be easier to do everything
today if we can.
We have a brisk sail, and it is very choppy as we
cross Franklin Sound, the passage between Cape
Barren and Flinders Island.

We manage to sail all the way to Whitemark,
arriving at 2.30pm at mid tide rising. We are quick
to tie up. While Wade tops up the watertanks, I do
a huge shop at the little supermarket. Provisioning
for four people for two weeks is the equivalent of
doing so for two for a month… an expensive
exercise in a remote spot, but at least we won’t
need to do this again. The huge trolley attracts
lots of questions from the locals. I borrow it to
bring the loot to the jetty with the food packed in
boxes, so it is easier to load on board. The next
trip is to the pub for spirits, some wine and a
couple of champers. By about 5pm we are done;
everything is put away. Phew! We head back to
Fortheringate Bay and are settled there by 7pm:
anchored, with clears on in case it rains overnight.
Time for a drink and nibbles, and a few phone
calls. We are too tired to have a proper meal and
end up warming up a tin of baked beans!
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It has been a big and very long day, and we feel
quite weary, but very pleased all we wanted to do
has been achieved.
We catch up on the phone with Ann, then I skype
by Dad and message Véro to let her know I will call
on the weekend when she is at home not working.
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We are in bed before 9.00 to catch up on a night’s
sleep. The wind picks up by 10.00pm and wakes
us up, but we are staying put and go back to sleep.

20/1/17 – Fotheringate Bay

I

t is very late in the night, 3 or 4am. The wind is
howling – again – and we are getting 40 knot
bullets in the lee of the Stzrelecki Range. The
motion and thumping from the very short chop in
the shallow bay is worrying. Wade gets up, gets
dressed in full wet weather gear, to check out the
situation. We have not budged, but he is at the
ready in case we need to move… don’t know
where to though!
Having seen things are not dangerous, just
uncomfortable, he goes and lies down on the
couch, fully dressed, sailing boots on, like he does
on night watches. Me, I try to go back to sleep
with a thumping headache, having taken some
painkillers… a mix of exhaustion and dehydration
from the last 24 hours’ effort.
In the morning the wind calms down for a while.
When the tide is nearly all the way down, we are
awfully close to the sand bank and if the wind
picks up again, we will end up on the bottom. Not
good! So we move the boat a hundred yards
further, with an extra meter of depth to spare.
Now we are ready for the next onslaught, which
will come from the SSW by 2pm!

We check our emails and website comments, and
find two nominations from sailors for the
“Sunshine Blogger Award”. Ellen and Seth from
Gone Floatabout, who sail the Arctic and Alaska,
and Viki from Astrolabe Sailing in New Zealand,
have both had the same idea. This is awarded for
running a “positive, creative and inspiring” blog. It
is great to get the pack on the back. But now we
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have to answer a set of questions. We will have to
get onto this later.
We spend a slow day marked by weariness, sore
heads from lack of sleep and weather stress, lots
of rain and wind in the morning. Another yacht has
called us by radio from the other side of Trousers
Point, having obviously seen us on AIS and
complaining of the rolly conditions there. It is no
longer tenable for them there and they ask about
the conditions and the anchorage where we are.
They motor in and anchor, thankfully well away
from us.
We have just listened to a forecast of 45 knot
southerlies with possible gusts above 60 knots.
Here we go again! So as “Legacy”, a 40ft yacht,
anchors, we put out more chain – 50 meters in 3
to 5 meters depth.

But instead of foul weather, the rain stops, the
wind does not blow beyond 25 knots, then in the
late afternoon/evening the sun comes out. We can
see the Strzeleckis again, and the wind dies down –
a beautiful evening. Even Bengie does not believe
the forecast and spends an hour on deck, playing
and smelling the air. We might have dodged the
bullet. Either this or it is the calm before the
storm.
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Saturday 21/1/17 – Fotheringate Bay

I

t is sunny with light conditions this morning
and we take the opportunity to tidy up the
boat, ready for Greg and Ann’s arrival. The
spare cabin had turned into a junk room. So we
put all our stuff away. Most of it goes in under the
single bunk at
the bow and in
the toy
cupboard. The
surf boards are
stored under the
solar cells. The
next task is to
organise the
fridge and
freezer properly
so we can get to
food more easily
and get rid of
anything
suspect! We do
the same with the food lockers. That all looks so
much neater!
Now we can
leave the boat
and go for a
wander ashore.
We take Bengie
with us. The
tide is very low
and there is a
fair way for her
to go in the
ripply sand full
of puddles. But
she trots about
happily, not
appearing too
worried. Then
we hop on rock slabs and we let her take us where
she wants to go, which surprising is on the beach
in the open. We sit on a tree trunk after a while
and she settles underneath us in the shade: a well
earnt pause. But then the couple from the yacht
“Legacy” – Rich and Cindy – come along to say
hello. Bengie growls. She is certainly the hot topic
of conversation.
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We chat for a while with the guys then we
succomb to our winging cat who has had enough.
So as usual we take her back to the boat, and take
off again for our own wander.

The caves on the opposite side of the beach look
really interesting at low tide, and thus we
investigate: alveolar cliffs, platforms, sea stacks, it
is all fascinating geology and makes for wonderful
images of the bay and the Strzeleckis framed by
the strange rock walls of the caves.
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When we get back on board, Wade suggests we do
a round of washing. If we can replenish the water,
we might as well. He has an idea. There is a house
over the dune. He decides to go and ask if we
could fill up a couple of jerrycans. It is all good and
we get underway. It is late in the afternoon by the
time everything is hanging to dry – 4.30pm. It all
takes time.
While this is going on, I prepare a post for
tomorrow, called “Rendez vous at Trousers Point”.
Some of the photos of the caves, although taken
with the Olympus, are quite nice.
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In the early evening I try skyping Véro and don’t
get her, but a couple of hours later she calls. We
have a good chat and a laugh about the extremes
of weather we have both been getting at our ends
of the world. When I tell her we have Greg and
Ann coming on board and doing the return trip
with us she comments they are brave and tells
Wade to be gentle with them! Cheeky!

Sunday 22/1/17 – Trousers Point

T

oday is calm and sunny again. Our plan for
the day is to wait till the wind is NW, then
raise anchor and move to the southern side
of Trousers Point.
But for now we go ashore with Bengie who is
progressing in leaps and bounds. The bit she does
not like is the transfer from boat to dinghy and
back… over water! But she has the longest walk,
even going through a spot where the water was
ankle deep for her for a few meters. She is so
good, and we take a few photos… plenty of
material for a future article by Bengie the Ship’s
Cat for Cruising Helmsman who may like another
instalment of the pussycat’s life afloat!
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The water is like a mirror. The aqua colour and
clarity are amazing. There are seagrasses floating
and yellow buds from their flowers. Very artistic
and photogenic!

We go right in to 2.5m at low tide, close to the
shore. The water is turquoise with granite
boulders on one side and the Strzelecki Range on
the other. It is beautiful. We hope Greg and Ann
like it. There are a few tourists, being Sunday, but
otherwise it is peaceful.

After lunch we motor around to Trousers Point.
There are birds fishing. We even see a few Little
Penguins. As we slow down I start pulling the
trawling line in and would not you know it, I catch
a small pike – well it catches itself… Dinner
tonight! The anchorage is empty, no other yacht,
just a big mooring buoy that was not there last
time!

We enjoy our filetted pike and sweet potato chips
for dinner, then sit back for the sunset spectacle: a
bright orange sky with the sun setting behind Mt
Chappell and Badger Islands. It is breathtaking.
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At 1.00am I wake up with a hypo, notice the Milky
Way and once recovered I am itching to get into
the dinghy with camera and tripod. However
having not prepared for it, I am too daunted to
take Peasy to shore by myself in the dark.
I really need to practise running the dinghy and
beaching it on my own though, as I doubt Wade
would be willing to get up in the middle of the
night to take me into shore. It is a bit too hard
core!
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I also need to be confident doing this in the dark. I
get a bit disoriented at night and also worried
about my gear. It is one thing to take Milky Way
shots at Aireys Inlet like the one below, when I can
drive right up to the site. It is quite another to hop
into a dinghy in total darkness, beach it in the
waves with no help to drag it up on the sand or
anchor it, and get ashore while keeping my
expensive gear dry! And on top of all this, the
water is really cold!

23/1/17 – To Badger Island with Greg & Ann

W

e have a few quick messages with
Greg and Ann as they get to Essendon
Airport and get ready to board their
32 seater plane. It is all very exciting! We do last
minute cleaning, then sit back and wait. It is hot at
270 and sunny with a few clouds. There is not a
breath of wind.

At about 1.00pm Greg and Ann holler from the
shore, and we ferry them across with the dinghy,
although they could just about walk to the boat,
we are sitting in such shallow water! They have
brought lunch with them from the Whitemark
bakery. Lovely!
We propose a couple of walks in the afternoon
around Trousers Point or a slow sail to Badger
Island. The vote goes to Badger and we set off. It
is a gentle, flat sail, a perfect start for them since
they have not got their sea legs.
When we arrive at Lucy Bay the wind has not gone
to the west, so we sit stern to the beach, but it is
totally calm. A huge ray swims past the boat,
looking like it is flying. It is impressive.
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We dinghy ashore and soon meet up with an
aboriginal couple. They are quick to tell us this is
aboriginal land but that we are welcome. Badger,
Clarke and Cape Barren Islands have all been
declared aboriginal land in 2005.

The sky is now heavy with 100% cloud cover, a
sure sign a change is coming. The views from the
anchorage are beautiful: we are in front of Franklin
Sound, with Flinders and Mt Chappell Islands on
one side and Cape Barren Island on the other.
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Sundowners and dinner are animated and joyful.
We are happy to be together on a new adventure.
Later the wind switches to the west and we are
facing the right way, bows to the beach. Wade lets
out another 30m of chain in readiness for the
blow.

24/1/17 –Badger Island

I

t blew all night and we had some rain,
collecting a third of a jerrycan of water. It is
not a lot but better than nothing. It is quite
windy: 20 to 30 knots, but sunny. Lots of white
caps all around and a few spindrifts, however we
are fine. It is forecast to ease in the afternoon.
We have a lazy breakfast after which the guys start
fishing while the girls read. Wade catches a squid,
which promptly inks him, but it is enough incentive
to keep fishing for
more. Greg gets one
but Wadie in his
eagerness to help loses
it! Then I have a go
and catch two! That is
dinner taken care of!
We spend an easy
afternoon on board
while the wind is
strong.
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By late afternoon Wade and I go ashore to clean
the squids and then go for a walk to the point
opposite Mt Chappell Island. It is very windy
there, but scenic. Greg and Ann choose to stay on
board, just getting comfortable and slowing down.
In the evening the sky is clear and the Milky Way is
stunning, but it is too windy to go ashore in the
dark for photos.

25/1/17 –To Preservation Island

W

ade and I had a restless night: choppy
water, bouncing boat, slap, slosh, slap
against the hulls, howling wind. We
wake up early, thinking Greg and Ann will have
been uncomfortable. Yet no, our guests slept
soundly!
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We all have a quick dip before breakfast and after
checking the forecast, decide we will head off
south, towards Preservation Island once the wind
is back in the west instead of the SW. Until then
Wadie catches a squid, Ann and I prepare a post,
then we all go ashore for a walk, including Bengie.

By about noon, Wade puts two reefs in the main
and we raise anchor. It is a brisk sail. It is quite
windy, 20 + knots, with a serious looking sea full of
whitecaps. The beam swell looks more impressive
than it actually is.
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With the speed we are doing – 8 and 9 knots – it
feels like a very lively ride. “The waves are huge”
says Ann. There is probably only 1.5m swell, which
really disappoints her when we tell her, but the
waves look bigger than that; some are breaking,
and we get sprayed a few times. It is a great sail;
we are all out in the cockpit, standing on the back
bench and hanging on.
Even Bengie is in the cockpit, on the helm seat, not
to be left out. Two hours later we arrive at
Preservation Island. Horseshoe Bay is not very
welcoming, so we keep going to the end of the
island and anchor on the edge of a huge turquoise
patch. The colours are absolutely amazing.
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We grab a late lunch: hot soup and toasted
sandwiches to warm up! We were all holding on
at the back watching and feeling the action, and
admiring the shearwaters in flight. But after a
while it gets chilly.
The boys decide to start fishing for more squid.
Wade catches another one and Greg has a go too.
Dinner is taken care of! The boys later get ashore
and clean our squid, ready for another feast.
It is another clear night with the Milky Way lighting
up the sky. It is an amazing spectacle, which we
just admire and commit to memory, as it is too
windy to go ashore in the dark for astro photos.
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Thursday 26/1/17 –To Preservation Island

B

ouncy, bouncy, bouncy… slap, slosh, slap.
It was not the most restful and quiet night
with the howling westerly. We will be here
for a few nights! The weather system is stuck in
the west again.
We are probably anchored close to where the
Sydney Cove got beached in 1797. The merchant
ship was on a passage from India to Sydney. This
was before Bass Strait was discovered and ships
rounded the Southern tip of Tasmania to reach the
east coast of Australia. The Sydney Cove was
taking in so much water it was in grave danger of
sinking. With a cargo of rum, Captain Hamilton
steered his boat through Banks Strait and ran it
aground to save cargo and crew. To ensure the
alcohol was not pilferred by the crew, it got moved
to a small island a few hundred meters away which
they named Rum Island. The Furneaux are rich in
history.
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For our first serious walk ashore we decide to
follow the eastern shores as far as we can. This
involves beach combing, boulder scrambles and
wading in the aqua water. The colours are
stunning: enormous turquoise sand patch, ochre
boulders, huge granite tors and ultramarine sea in
the distance.
We have fun for a few hours and get back at
2.00pm, feeling ravenous! After a late lunch we
decide to re-anchor the boat a bit further away
from the spit, to a spot where the water is a little
calmer. The trade off is the loss of internet.
Once settled the boys try their hand at fishing, Ann
reads and day dreams, and I make a loaf of bread.
It is the easy cruising life which we all enjoy.
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27/1/17 – Preservation Island

W

e have a quieter night at anchor and
wake up to an overcast day. For some
reason, the cloud cover works well to
give us back some internet which means we have
access to the weather forecast. It looks like we
are here for one more night, then should be able
to move tomorrow. In which direction is not clear,
as it is dependent on when the change arrives.
For now Wade and I take Bengie ashore for a walk.
For the first time we think she is really having fun.
She has several gallops, running straight ahead at
great speed, then heading up the little dunes for a
look. She does it a few times with me, then does
the same with Wadie. No sign of panting, lots of
little meows.
Wadie takes her back to TIE and picks up Greg and
Ann. We have all put some long pants on and
walking boots to go through the middle of the
island rather than just following the shore.
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The Bass Strait islands are renowned for
shearwater colonies and therefore tiger snakes
which feed on the birds and their chicks. Walking
in thongs and shorts is not a safe pursuit. It would
be easy to sprain an ankle when treading on a
collapsing borough, and stepping on a tiger snake
would be a sure way to get bitten and end up in
big trouble!
The granite tors are spectacular, like Easter Island
monoliths. We spend a few hours wandering
around the southern part of the island, and see
Cape Barren geese launching. We also see a huge
number of shearwater boroughs as well as
penguins nests, with some little ones at home.
It is a wonderfully scenic walk we all enjoy. We
take lots of photos. We get back to the boat at
about 1pm greeted by the pussycat who must
have been resting at the helm seat and came on
deck when she heard the noise of the dinghy
approaching. She is obviously happy to see us, so
we make a fuss of her.
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Looking towards Rum Island
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It is pleasant and warm in the
sunshine inside the cabin, but
the wind is chilly out on deck.

In the afternoon the guys try to catch fish,
unsuccessfully, and Ann and I go through the
photos and prepare a post for the website, which
will be published tomorrow morning.
It is a lot calmer - no more white caps. We can see
the northern coast of Tassie with the wind
turbines. It has been a good day and it seems the
guys are enjoying the rhythm of life on board.
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We have now established our
routine when not sailing: slow
rise, dip to freshen up before
breakfast, a couple of cuppas
then a lazy breakfast of cereals
and boat made yogourt, a bit
of a read, and then we go
ashore for a long walk. We
are often gone for three
hours. A late lunch follows
then fishing, reading, checking out photos, day
dreaming, chatting. At about 4pm we have
showers at the back of the boat, then it is time for
sundowners… drinks and nibbles… more chatting
then it is meal preparation and consumption! It all
feels pretty relaxing and comfortable.

28/1/17 – Kangaroo Bay, Clarke Island

D

uring the morning we study the forecast.
With a WSW blowing, we decide to raise
anchor and see if we can head north. The
back up plan is a return to Preservation or a
retreat to Kangaroo Bay on Clarke Island, which
would not be comfortable while it is westerly, but
would be good when it turns SE during the night.
We sail out with a couple of reefs in the main and
head to the western side of Preservation. It is nice
to blow the cobwebs out and get some air in our
faces. We are all pleased to be moving. But pretty
soon it is clear we won’t be able to tack north. So
we gybe and sail downwind towards the northern
shores of Clarke Island. We have wind and tide
with us, and it is a brisk sail. It feels odd to be
sailing even further away from the northern parts
of the Furneaux, but we need to find shelter for
the SE change and Clarke Island will do!
Kangaroo Bay has a few patches of sand, but most
of the bay is weedy and very shallow. At 1.00pm
we anchor in 5 meters over sand at high tide, stern
to the beach… Not so good for now, but it is not
dangerous, just a bit bouncy.
During the afternoon, the breeze strengthens and
the waves slam under the bridge deck. It would
have been good to go ashore, but with 25 knots of
wind, the dinghy ride would be really wet and wild,
so we stay on board, reading. It is a bit slow,
however we will have a long sail tomorrow and
another big change of scenery. I make us a loaf of
bread and on Greg’s suggestion, keep the dough
warm and rising well by putting it on the table on
top of the computer. It works brilliantly –
much more effective than simply chasing a
sunny spot in the cabin!
The forecast promises a light SE to SW
breeze tomorrow, so we will take advantage
of the change and the tide to head north.
The wind swings around at midnight
tonight, stays SE for half a day only, then
becomes variable. It returns to the NW and
west by Monday.
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We will therefore aim to get to either Prime Seal
or Roydon Island, to be able to take some nice
walks ashore since we will get stuck again for a few
days. It is about a 50 mile run, so a taste of things
to come for our friends.
Dinner is courtesy of Greg and Ann who prepare us
another gourmet meal. They do so well
considering the limited pantry, crockery and space.

After dinner Véro rings, very stressed… too much
work, too much pressure from all fronts: home,
work, Dad. She pours out her emotions, I listen
and make suggestions as best I can. It is lucky the
skype call was clear and uninterrupted. However
one emotional call is enough for me tonight. I will
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call Dad tomorrow.
By evening, we are still facing the wrong way, but
the sunset is to die for with burnt orange colours
and a sky that looks on fire.

29/1/17 – To Roydon Island

I

t is 7.00am when we get up and grab a quick
dip at the back of the boat. By 7.30 we up
anchor and leave Kangaroo Bay with a very
light SE breeze. Soon we launch Big O and have it
flying until about Thunder and Lightening Bay,
when it gets too light and we have to dump it.
Shortly after that the breeze switches to the NE
and we raise
the main and
jib. We have
a gentle sail
till the half
way mark at
Franklin
Sound. After
that the
breeze
switches
again to the
NW and
lightens, so
we turn an
engine on.
We reach
Roydon by
about
3.00pm but
horror, there
is a boat
anchored in
our spot and
another small
yacht nearing
the island.
Our favourite
spot is going
to be
crowded!
We are a bit
disappointed,
however
shortly after
we are set,
the yacht
that was
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there before us raises anchor and leaves, and the
other one takes off too!
We move a little closer inside the lagoon, claiming
our “primo” spot. It must have been the bad vibes
we were sending that made the other two go!

Once settled, we go ashore for a wander. We spot
nmerous penguin tracks and check out a good
place to hide and wait for them tonight after dark.
The sky is clear too, so an opportune time for a
Milky Way shoot.
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Right now it is hot and sunny, and we soon feel like
a swim, so return to the boat to do just that. The
water is crystal clear and we can see the bottom
just at the back of the boat. We swim in the nuddy,
then have a hot shower: gorgeous!

After dinner we head ashore: we sit next to where
there are lots of penguin tracks and wait… and
wait. It is well after dark when a couple appear,
but it is not the parade we were hoping for.
The Milky Way looks stunning, such a beautiful
sight. But I can’t get my camera to work… the
height of frustration. We go back to the boat and I
check the settings, only to realise I had left the lens
cap on. Duh! Such a silly mistake. So Wade takes
me back to the beach. Do you think I could get it
to work? Nope. So back to the boat we go, feeling
really frustrated. I later realise that I had forgotten
to switch the focus to manual and infinity.
Because I had left the camera on autofocus, it kept
hunting, unable to focus in the dark, and would
not take the shot. Such a basic step missed. I
won’t forget next time, but unfortunately it won’t
be on this trip.
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I had an epic location, being one of our favourite
anchorages, and all the elements lined up: no
waves, no clouds, a small crescent moon,
interesting coastline, and brilliant Milky Way, but I
completely fluffed it up.
I have learnt a couple of things in the process:
1.
2.

Remember the steps and checks – they are
now burnt into my memory.
Practice running the dinghy on my own at
night, so I am not dependent on Wade’s help.
As a photographer I am willing to do a photo
shoot in odd conditions, but he can’t be
expected to.

Had I been confident I could do the night run, I
would have gone back a third time. It is not the
end of the world, nevertheless it is really
disappointing.

30/1/17 – To Killiecrankie - Flinders Island

I

t is a very different day to yesterday when we
wake up: overcast, windy, grey all over. It is as
if we are at a different anchorage, a very dull
one at that!
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We go ashore after breakfast for a bit of a wander.
We start to walk around the island, but soon it
involves rock hopping and Ann is not particularly
comfortable with that, so we give it a miss.

When we get back on board, there is some debate
as to whether we should stay put at Roydon for
the blow on the next day or head off to
Killiecrankie. Already the wind has picked up and
the passage could be rowdy around Cape
Frankland. Greg and Ann would love to see
another anchorage; Wade is hesitant. So I use my
casting vote: I look at the forecast again and
suggest we make an attempt, with the ability to
turn tail if it gets too rough – the “suck it and see”
method. Our captain agrees, so we ready the boat,
putting everything away that might fly, and go.
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To our surprise, it is calm out there! We have left
with a reef in the main, but soon Wade shakes it
out! The guys are delighted and it is fun to see
their faces and hear their comments as we follow
the coast northward with the hills shrouded in
clouds. The feel of this particular passage is
another new experience for them.
A couple of hours later we anchor, having tried to
contact Alan Wheatley for a mooring. Not long
after we settle, he calls and directs us to his
mooring, which affords better protection behind
the rocks than where we were.

The day improves in the afternoon and the bay is
more welcoming, with the Old Man’s Head more
obvious.

Later, we go for a walk on the beach and get
Bengie too for a bit of exercise. Then it is time to
head back to the boat.

We all go ashore to meet up with Alan and fix him
up for the mooring - $20 for two nights – pretty
good. We catch up on all the gossip. He has not
changed, still the self-appointed mayor of
Killiecrankie, but then he has lived here forever
and his parents before that. JJ, the lovely café and
gallery has closed and the place is for sale. There
was not enough demand from the locals and not
enough visitors to make it viable. There are a few
new houses, 50 dwellings now. The olive
plantation seems to still be around, but we are not
sure how well it is doing and one of the two “olive
ladies” as we call them died a few months ago.

We have a laugh when Annie washes a few
knickers in a bucket and hang them in the cockpit.
They look like black fruit bats as the sun goes
down!
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Sunset is brilliant and Ann spots a lovely rainbow
over the Old Man’s Head, so we are all up on deck
admiring the view and taking magic photos. What
a treat! And later, would not you know it, the
Milky Way appears… but it is too rock and rolly to
go out in the dinghy for an astro shoot!
And with decent internet coverage I ring Dad and
have a good chat with him. Next time we talk we
will be back in the Lakes!
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31/1/17 – Killiecrankie - Flinders Island

T

oday is our last day before we cross Bass
Strait. It is windy and a bit bumpy but
sunny. Inside the curl of the bay, we should
be able to land the dinghy without getting
swamped, so we plan to go for a long walk to the
other end of the beach and see the Old Man’s
Head up close.
We head out and walk as far as we can, but the
tide is high and we can’t easily reach the Old
Man’s Head. We have to turn tail and we slowly
walk back against the wind. We see hooded
plovers, red-capped dotterels, sooty and pied
oystercatchers, a few gulls in the kelp.
In the afternoon Ann and I go through the photos
of the last two days and put a post together which
will be published tomorrow morning as we leave
Flinders island. It is called “Farewell to the
Furneaux”. We feel a bit sad the cruise is in its last
stage. Eleven weeks for us, nearly two of which
with Greg and Ann. It has gone so fast, and yet we
have done so much that it also feels like we have
been gone forever.
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1/2/17 – To the Gippsland Lakes

I

t is not until 4.00am that the westerly stops
blowing and the rock and rolling ceases. We
have a restless night listening to the wind and
thinking about the passage ahead of us.
But then at 6.00am we wake up and all is flat, the
sky is pink and we get ready to up anchor. We all
quickly rug up, swallow some cereals and a hot
drink, and by 6.30 we are off!

There are light winds and we sail with main and jib
at about 8 knots, but soon the breeze lightens and
we start a long motor-sail. If we keep going at this
rate, we will get to the Lakes this evening and
won’t need to bother about night watches!

We all move to the bows to welcome them, but
they don’t stay very long. There are the usual
shearwaters soaring and a lone alabatross
struggling to stay up. I suspect we won’t see many
in these very sedate conditions.

We are a a bit sad the cruise is nearly over, as we
are slowly moving away from land. It is an odd
feeling: soon there is only a faint shadow of the
Sisters and Deal Island on the horizon. Losing sight
of land is another new experience for our friends:
nothing but ocean all around us. Ann spots a pod
of dolphins coming to the boat. They are charging
towards us.

Although motoring is not the best and we would
rather be sailing, it is good that this passage is
calm and no-one feels seasick. We are all able to
read, write, snooze at will, nibble on biscuits, fruit
and cake. It is far better to burn some fuel than
have people feel unwell.
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This is our 24th crossing of Bass Strait and also the
flatest ever. Not a ripple, not a breath of wind. It
is quite surreal, especially after the number of
gales we have weathered. And judging by the
forecast, the calm is only for today, as by 8.00am
tomorrow the westerlies are back again!
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A boat appears on the horizon and on AIS. It is
Long Nose, a yacht from the Lakes. They call us
and we hear James Frechville’s voice on the radio!
He is our shipwright. They are going south to
Hobart’s Wooden Boat Festival.
We see a few pods of dolphins charging towards
us. As always it is a delight to have them at our
bows for a while. We continue to see birds:
shearwaters, wilson’s petrels. Ann comments she
never expected to see so much wildlife in the
middle of Bass Strait.
The forecast has been updated and the NW will be
coming earlier than first thought. We really need
to get to the Lakes at dawn. So we push on with
both engines going.
The sunset is superb with brilliant cloud
formations and soft whispy pinks, intense blues
and reflections on the ocean. It is a real treat. And
then the Milky Way appears and a crescent moon.
It is quite a magical experience for all of us, the
kind that stays in your memory forever.
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Going with both engines also means we will get to
our destination by 1.30am instead of a few hours
later; we abandon the watches and all stay up. The
night motor-sail is another amazing experience for
our friends.
The arrival in front of the entrance is impressive:
so many lights! We see the blue sector lights on
the rock wall for miles. There are fishing boats
about, one in particular appears to be slowly
dragging a net in front of the entrance, going at 1.5
knots. It does not respond to radio calls asking
him to state his intentions and move along. We
slow down and wait. Finally the coast is clear and
we line up the leads and come in. We are going
fast, needing to keep our speed up to have
steerage. It is like going headalong into a black
hole, the blue triangles blinding us. It is a nervous
time for all of us. “We are going really, really fast”
says Greg, sounding a little worried.
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Once in, we turn into the Cunninghame Arm to go
and moor at the Flagstaff Jetty. I take over from
Wade at the helm to bring the boat in while he
prepares the lines and fenders. We go right inside,
squeezing between on side of the jetty and a huge
‘Miami Vice’ cruiser moored against the opposite
jetty arm… a bit daunting docking in the dark, but
it all goes well and we are in. Phew! Greg and
Wade tie us up, Ann who was with me in the
cockpit, gives me a hug. “I am mighty impressed!”
she says.
It is 2.00am by the time we are settled. We all feel
a little keyed up to fall asleep straight away, but
there is a kind of relief we are back safely, though
disappointment the cruise is over.

2/2/17 – Inside the Gippsland Lakes – One Pole

Friday 3/2/17– One Pole

F

ast night was the quietest night at anchor of
the whole voyage. We sleep in, then I make
us some crêpes for breakfast – a bit of
indulgence.

rom splendid isolation to suburbia says Ann
as we all get up at about 9.00am and look
around. It is mid week, out of school
holidays and yet the Flagstaff Jetty is just about
full! Greg and Ann have only been on board for 12
days and they feel the shock of the return…
Imagine how we feel after 11 weeks!
Over breakfast we talk about our activities for the
day. We are not ready to go home yet. We will
move to One Pole, a spot which is out of the main
waterways and where we can be by ourselves. We
will wait for the tide to come in and head off so it
pushes us along.
It is 1.00pm by the time we have settled at One
Pole, initially attached to the pole that gives this
secret spot of ours its name, but because we are
worried we might run into it in the night as the
wind abates, we anchor out so as not to fret.
We spend the rest of the afternoon relaxing and
just floating around in the flat water. We even set
up the cockpit cushions and outdoor table, and the
sun shade – a first in the entire voyage! It never
was warm enough to do this! It is in this luxury
that we celebrate our return over sundowners.
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We later dinghy to the track leading to the beach,
to go for a walk. The boys have an attempt at
catching waves, but it is a bit hard. We decide to
give this another attempt in the late afternoon, at
low tide, but it is even worse then. Never mind, at
least we had another wander.
It has been very relaxing and we have enjoyed our
‘outside room’ on this warm and sunny day. We
all wish it would not end tomorrow.
For Wade and I there is a long to do list: boat
maintenance yet again, repairs, preparation for
full-time cruising, medical follow ups for Wade to
ascertain his treatment plan for prostate cancer,
major check up for me regarding diabetes and
arthritis, return to work which we hope won’t be
for too long. Although all this will be the gateway
to a new life, the next few months will be hard.

Saturday 4/2/17 – Return to Paynesville

T

oday we are all a bit subdued and sad: it is
the end of the cruise. 11 weeks have flown.
We have our last swim in the ocean, then
leave One Pole to motor to our mooring at
Paynesville. It is hot and still. Once tied up we
start the process of packing up and cleaning the
boat. It takes a few hours with all four of us
working at it!
Wade and Greg go and recover the car from
James’ yard on Raymond Island. It is covered with
bird shit and looks like it has been abandonned in
a paddock for months!
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They then load what they can while Ann and I
finish packing, de-salt the boat and clean the
crockery in fresh water. It is hot work. We say
hello to Dicky and Ian, our jetty neighbours.
With two passengers and their two very large bags
and our own gear, we pack as much as we can in
the car. The freezer stays behind, plugged in, and
the saloon seat covers also. But everything else
fits in, although Greg and Ann are a bit squashed
for the long 3 ½ drive back to their place. We drop
them off and keep going to Brunswick, arriving
home at 9.30pm. We have a very late dinner and
crash. Bengie looks pretty happy to be home but
to us it all seems quite unreal.

Epilogue
For our 2016-17 Summer Cruise, we were away for 11 weeks, the longest we have ever been on board. We
covered about 1000 nautical miles during this circumnavigation of a fascinating yet misunderstood body of
water, and discovered many superb anchorages all along its coast and islands. Although it may have a mean
reputation, Bass Strait can be enjoyed safely if you pick your weather and throw away your calendar. Few
people realise there are some 80 islands around Bass Strait, with the two largest being King Island at the
western end and Flinders Island at the eastern end, but many smaller ones in between, reserving some
stunning scenery to those who take the time to explore.

So what was it really like?
From the onset we wanted to take our time and not fill rushed nor stressed. So the decision to abandon the
circumnavigation of Tasmania and instead opt for a tour of Bass Strait was the right one for us.
We lived in the weather, which dictated our routines and progress along our itinerary. Some would say we
were sailing from one place to the next, hiding from one gale after another. We had unusually fast moving
weather patterns. At times it made it difficult to find anchorages protected in several wind directions, because
the forecasts were changing so fast. We sometimes needed to make two moves during a day or sail to a spot
or in a direction we did not really want to, or had to put up with uncomfortable conditions at anchor. It
certainly kept us on our toes. We had to check the forecasts carefully and multiples times a day. You always
do, but it often got tricky and we really needed internet coverage to better understand how the systems were
developing, and to make sound decisions in swiftly changing conditions.
We were alone most of the time, but not lonely. We lived in relative isolation. We enjoyed doing this
together, relying on each other and our own selves, confirming in our mind that life afloat is what we want for
the next phase of our life.

The highlights









Our systems: power generation, new electronics, all worked really well and made life easier. We were not
worried about electricity usage, navigation was simple, interfacing between instruments was easy…
money well spent.
We had time and enjoyed being able to linger in places we wanted to explore without feeling rushed. This
gave us a taste of things to come when work schedules no longer restrict us.
Our anchorages were spectacular and we felt lucky to have them mostly to ourselves. In an increasingly
crowded yachting scene, this is rather special and precious.
There were moments with shared with other yachties, like fellow catamaran owners Ian and Wendie from
Purrfection, and with long time friends Greg and Ann. This was fun. We exchanged experiences, we
watched with glee as our friends relished their adventure with us.
We had some really good and swift sails, whether on main and jib or spinnaker. It is great fun to speed
along without stressing the boat or ourselves.
We taught our pussycat to walk on the lead. Bengie now copes with dinghy rides and can get some
exercise ashore regularly instead of being cooped up on board all the time.
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The lowlights




We still don’t like overnighters. They are hard so where possible we avoid them.
The damage to our wind generator was a bit scary, but we learnt a few lessons from that, which will lead
us to make improvements to our set up and high wind safety procedures.
We had to come back to work. We will bring remedy to that situation soon.

What’s next?







Repairs and maintenance will fill the next month or two to ready the boat for full time cruising. This
includes painting the decks and topsides, buying new sheets, new blades for the wind generator, and
replacing the frame supporting our windmill and davits.
Our next big spend is the purchase of a watermaker. This will make life aboard more comfortable,
allowing us to be less drastic with freshwater usage. We are also thinking of getting a radar to make sails
in darkness, fog or thunderstorms less stressful.
I will collate the journal of the voyage, put a Bass Strait photo book together and publish a few articles in
various magazines.
And then there is our transitioning from life on land to life afloat at some stage during the year, a massive
sea change project which will be the subject of a whole new category of posts!
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